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INTRODUCTION

Why do I encourage women to ‘grow some labia’? When we suggest a man needs to ‘man up’ we tell
him to ‘grow some balls’, or ‘grow a pair’. We say the same to women except we don’t have balls and we
can’t grow any. A woman’s labia are what would have been her ball sack if she’d been born male, and
her ovaries would have been her testicles. ‘Grow some ovaries’ doesn’t sound right so I settled on what
is also found between one’s legs – the labia.
I urge women to ‘grow some labia’ and stand up for themselves, reclaim their power and take more
risks. This includes taking responsibility for their lives and freedom and not blaming ‘The Patriarchy’
(dun-dun DUUUUUUUNNNN!!) for everything wrong with their lives. Patriarchy exists, as does
sexism and misogyny, but sometimes it’s between our ears.
With the following twelve articles first published on Medium and now on my website (and a few on
Vocal.media), I encourage women to smash the patriarchy by starting with the one between their ears,
and to patch their brains by identifying their psychological vulnerabilities and fixing them by changing
their outlook, their personal narrative, their point of view. We all make a lot of choices every single day
but we don’t always acknowledge them. Time to sort out what’s truly outside our control (‘Shit
happens’) and what is within it. And even if we can’t control for when ‘shit happens’, we can, at the
very least, control our reaction to it.

PART I

SAY NO TO ABUSE

My Mother Taught Me Never To Tolerate Abuse
And you don't have to, either.

Mother teaching daughter how to sit in yoga butterfly pose — depositphotos.com

"Did you ever notice it’s the short guys who hit?”
Michelle’s question came out of left field. My first thought was, What on earth makes you think I’d
know?
“No, I’ve never been hit by a man,” I replied in a steady voice, otherwise hornswoggled. “I’ve dated
plenty of short men, but none of them had Short Guy Disease.”
You know That Guy. The little man who struts around overcompensating for his perceived lack of
manhood because he’s not towering over you like a cactus in the Arizona desert. Who’s more
hypermasculine than Stallone and hits women because he thinks they’re secretly laughing at him. And
because they’re weaker than he, and if he can’t get respect for his height, dammit, people and especially
those bitches will respect his superior strength.
Not the kind of man I ever went out with.
Michelle believed this was normal, and part of every woman’s existence.
She didn’t know I’d made conscious choices my entire life, thanks to the greatest gift from my mother.

“Never put up with a man who hits you,” my mother instructed as soon as my hormones bubbled like
shaken ginger ale. “If he hits you once, that’s it, he’s over. Don’t let him apologize and swear it’ll never
happen again. He’ll give you gifts or take you out to dinner and tell you how much he loves you. He’ll
shower you with crap and treat you great for a while, until you’re over it, and then it happens again. It
ALWAYS happens again. ALWAYS.”
Mom was never abused.
Not by my grandfather, her first husband, or my father. Nor by any boyfriends. She never mentioned
anyone she knew who was battered. Probably she didn’t know.

Good wives knew how to whip up a great cake for a neighborly kaffeeklatsch. The best ones knew precisely how
much vodka to mix into the pitcher of screwdrivers. Image by Oberholster Venita from Pixabay

Mom taught me how boys and men manipulated women to get sex.
“He’ll say whatever he thinks will get you into bed,” she said. “He guilt-trips you. He’ll say if you really
loved him you’d do this for him. If he really loves you he won’t push you to do anything you’re not
ready for.
“Or he’ll claim he’s got ‘blue balls’ from sexual arousal. It’s a made-up condition. He’ll claim it hurts.
He’ll say it’s your fault so you need to relieve it. I don’t know if it hurts if they get worked up but they
can masturbate if it’s that bad. They don’t require you.
“He’ll tell you all the other girls are doing it. Don’t believe them! He’ll threaten to find a girl who will if
you won’t. Let him go if he does. If all he cares about is himself he’s not good enough for you!”

Mom made it crystal-clear I had the power to say no to abuse, never to tolerate it.
In the 1970s ‘those damn women’s libbers’ as my feminist-in-denial mother always called them, had
begun to focus attention on the problems of rape, sexual assault, and battering.
Mom was furious one night at dinner over a woman she’d seen on an afternoon talk show.
“This dimbulb was married to this man who constantly beat her, and she put up with this for years, and
you know what she did? She burnt him alive in his bed! She poured gasoline on him while he was
sleeping and she set fire to him! How the hell can you do that to another human being, even if he was a
monster? WHY THE HELL DIDN’T SHE LEAVE HIM?
“And you know what the audience did after she told this story? They APPLAUDED HER!” Mom
finished, livid with rage.
The Burning Bed was published in 1980, the infancy of understanding the complex dynamics of abusive
relationships. Fortunately, a seminal and better book was released the same year, The Battered Woman.
Mom’s frustration with women who stayed with abusers was rooted in a common ignorance of how
different life was for women who often came from violent, dysfunctional homes as The Burning Bed’s
Francine Hughes had. But her underlying belief in women’s personal power, at least early on, is a vision
we need to embrace today.
Mom may have lacked compassion in an era with little common example or discussion about male
abuse, but she recognized the personal power women possessed but didn’t use.
She challenged the prevailing wisdom and imparted it to her daughter, who never allowed a man to treat
her badly either.

I got lucky in the birth lottery. Born middle-class with parents who cared deeply for my brother and I,
we had our dysfunctions like every family, but we grew up without physical, sexual, or psychological
abuse. Our parents made mistakes, some of which eat at me a bit even today, but I also keep it in
perspective.
My cobwebbed complaints are definitely small potatoes compared to the stories I heard from other girls
in high school, when I came to believe I was the only girl in town who wasn’t being visited at night by
her father or some male relative.
I’ve spent a lifetime not being abused by men. I’ve been harassed, and subjected to misogyny and
double standards and all the other female crap, but I’ve never been whacked around by a partner, never
been seriously sexually assaulted, never dealt with any remarkable psychological or emotional abuse.
I’ve been manipulated, sure. I’ve given up my power many times and I’ve been pretty damn lucky when
I’ve pulled some seriously dumb shit which could have ended badly and for which I’d have been partly
responsible, for putting myself in danger.
I excuse no man for what he does to others, but I own my responsibility to myself.

Mom taught me never to tolerate misogyny. I identified on my own some of the toxic male subcultures
where one must tread with great caution and to recognize key elements — degrading comments about
women, severe homophobia, hypermasculinity — as red flags.
Mom, and the take-charge protect-yourself
feminism of the times taught me how not to act
like an easy target. I believe abusive men can detect
a woman with a victim mentality, or who is
compliant enough to put up with misogyny. I know
women who are sexually assaulted have an
increased likelihood of it happening again. I’m not
sure why; no one else does either. It’s like
predators can smell it on them.
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I’m doing something right. And I’m not doing
other things right. I’ve never been attracted to

abusive men, nor do I fancy Danger Boys. I act like I don’t take any shit.
It’s like they can smell it on me.
I want to help other women see they don’t have to tolerate abuse. And men too; I have an ex-partner
whose ex-wife used to hit him, and he didn’t hit back because ‘You don’t hit girls.’
It’s controversial to say women have a certain level of choice but I recognize many are blind to it, and
it’s not their fault.
I want to open their eyes to their power, and break the toxic traumatic bonds with abuse.
I want every baby girl to grow up with my mother.
I want everyone to just say no to control, manipulation and abuse.

What If Women Refused To Have Sex With
Abusive Men?
Would they die with their bike grip-shaped dick in their hand?

My fantasy of what a North American new-members incel convention will look like in
the Rearing Twenties. Public domain photo by Piqsels

Alyssa Milano had a germ of a good idea a few years ago when she suggested that American women cut
men off from sex if they lost their abortion rights. I’m sure her comment was tongue-in-cheek, perhaps
to remind men how those halcyon 1950s some of them long for also included less sex for unmarried
men, as exemplified by like every Doris Day movie ever.
Feminists noted it encouraged the stereotype that women control and use sex to manipulate men, while
others pointed out the glaringly obvious: Women don’t want to keep it in their pants either.
It’s a fair enough trade, though: If men decide what women do with their wombs, then women decide
what they do with their dicks.
Granted, it punishes women along with plenty of good men who don’t deserve celibacy
just because the Trumpies are terrified of our Mighty Muffs.
There’s a non-abortion-related tweak to this. It involves women manipulating men with
sex, but why don’t we all just admit we’ve always controlled the nookie anyway. Men
are wired to spread their seed, and we’re wired to be a lot more selective.

“Men can refuse sex with
manipulative women!” I kill
me, I absolutely kill me
sometimes!

Men can always take their own control and refuse to have sex with manipulative
women.

Anyway.
I got to wondering: Why do women have sex with abusive men?
What message does it send when a man whacks a woman around but she still has sex with him later?
If he hit her before they became intimate, why’d she ever shag him in the first place? Hell, with men like
that, once they shag you they think they own you.
What if she Just Said No to shagging abusive men? What if all women did?
Just imagine a world in which O.J. Simpson couldn’t get any. Or Mel Gibson. Sean Penn.
XXXTentacion, whoever that is. Ray Rice. Chris Brown. Jose Canseco. Johnny Depp. (Yeah, Johnny
Depp. Don’t have sex with him.)
But nooooooo, O.J. Simpson’s world is full of women who want to shag his murderous ass, and then are
surprised when he acts like a crazy mofo.
When I read Hunter S. Thompson’s book on the Hell’s Angels and he quoted one of them as saying that
plenty of women come around all the time trying to get down with the world’s most notorious gang, I
believed him. It’s true.
The world is far too full of women willing to reward and encourage violent bad boys.
Feminists say we should focus on men’s behaviour rather than women’s, since it’s men who make the
choice to be abusive. That’s true. But so far it hasn’t eliminated abusive men. I think they need to be
incentivized.
I say hit ’em where it hurts. Figuratively speaking. I would never advocate violence against someone
else, even if she had a reasonable chance of kicking his ass with her amazing Buffy or Xena powers.
A guy can still choose to be abusive, but get a lot less tail if he does.
In the Middle East, where access to women is severely restricted in many places, men have to turn to
each other for sexual gratification. We should call our new
decade the Rearing Twenties, because abusive men will have
to give it and take it up the rear if they’re going to get any
action at all. Hey, lots of men want anal! Here’s an abusive
man’s opportunity to explore this practice in-depth.
Or, they can learn to love scratchy blowjobs.
This is an opportunity for some of those angry incels.
And this is always a default option. Creative Commons
CC0 from Peakpx

With less competition from violent dickwads, they stand a better chance with women, if they’ll clean up
their acts a bit and maybe learn a few social skills and fight the same body image problems women
suffer from.
They don’t need implants for a manlier jaw any more than a woman needs a boob job. I’ve lurked in a
few incel forums, and some are actually kind of cute, but they don’t see it, just like pretty women who
scrutinize themselves and see nothing but flaws.
Feminists’ fantasy is that if we berate men enough they’ll stop abusing women. Good luck with that.
I say, let’s motivate them better. Let’s refuse to have sex with abusive men with a One Strike principle.

The first time he hits you is his last. He never sees you naked again. Or ever, if it hasn’t happened yet.
Then we spread the word to others so they know not to do the nasty with him either.
I wonder how long violent men would stay violent if it directly impacted their access to vagina?
I know. It’s not realistic. But it’s my fantasy.
And in my fantasy world, abusive men can’t get laid. Ever.
They evolve into civilized human beings, or they die with their bicycle grip-shaped dick in their hand.
And the good guys laugh between grunts and groans.

Ladies, We’re Running Out Of Excuses For
Tolerating Abuse
FKA Twigs’s story demonstrates the uselessness of #MeToo if we refuse to learn from it, and
act more intelligently

By Bobo Boom on Wikimedia Commons — FKA Twigs, CC BY 2.0

A few years ago, singer, songwriter, dancer, and #MeToo addition FKA Twigs, the woman whose
initials don’t stand for anything, who ‘just wanted a selection of letters that sounded quite kind of
masculine and strong,’ filed a lawsuit against career violent bad boy Shia LaBoeuf for sexual assault,
battery, and emotional distress.
She met him in 2018 on a movie set, years after he became more famous for his execrable behavior than
for his acting, and got involved in a relationship with him.
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG???
Cue the tired Greek chorus of female voices asking the same damn question over and over:

Image by Patricio Hurtado from Pixabay

We all know the words! Come on everybody, let’s sing along!

“Because men keep doing this! Because they think it’s okay to treat women this way! Because
entitlement and privilege and patriarchy and stuff!”
The wall separating feminist brains from self-awareness and emotional intelligence slams down like a
rushed scenic drop in a stage play.
No one acknowledges the other reason this keeps happening.
What will it take to force women to acknowledge the female agency, the female decisions, the choices
our mothers and grandmothers and great-grandmothers fought for us to make, and to finally ask
ourselves and each other, “Why do we allow this to happen?”
I mean, it’s not like Black Lives Matter was birthed by a bunch of white people who decided it’s time to
end police brutality against blacks.
Are we going to learn anything from Twigs’s story, a woman lacking many of the typical excuses
women have to get into and stay in abusive relationships, or will we wipe her tears and say, ‘Great
#MeToo story. Smash The Patriarchy. Who’s next?’
Maybe we’ll simply add it to the archive and move along. That’s what a lot of patriarchy-smooshers are
best at.

The female chorus of ‘silencing’
The age of #MeToo raised a veritable cacophony of women shouting about how they’re silenced, or
were silenced, or will no longer be silenced, with endless public tales of abuse and misogyny. I
welcome the female thunder.
But clearly, if anyone’s ‘silencing’ women anymore it’s themselves.
I’m losing patience with the relentless willful cluelessness of women like FKA Twigs. She’s 32 years
old, for Goddess’s sake, she’s not a rank ingenue. She’s in show business, she lives in the #MeToo age,
she lives in London. How the hell do even young women claim ignorance anymore about dealing with
abusive men?
She’s filed a lawsuit against LaBoeuf. Good for her, I’m glad she did and I hope she holds him
accountable for what he did to her. Even though she let him, it doesn’t excuse him in the slightest.
Someone needs to call him to account.
Please, please, Twigs, just don’t marry the sonofabitch! Don’t reward misogyny like that moron Rihanna
did.
“I’d like to be able to raise awareness on the tactics that abusers use to control you and take away your
agency,” Twigs says in the gentle language of the personally disempowered. Her story is standard fare:
How these abusive relationships start, why they stayed (minus, for her, the economic reasons), why she
let him treat her this way.

Don’t waste your breath, girlfriend. We’ve heard it all before.
We girlies just don’t learn, do we?
You know what I’d like to raise awareness of?
Feminists who insist on enabling women like Twigs and countless others to never examine their own
role in allowing abuse. He was Shia LaBoeuf, for pete’s sake; what made her think, Yeah, I want me a
piece of this?
Feminist excuses of ignorance and victim socialization have worn so thin you can read your mobile
through them.

How are we all failing women?
What are we missing? What are we not teaching them? I’m speaking to all women, but especially those
of us who are much older than Twigs, who have even less claim to blithe ignorance in the #MeToo era
than she’s got. We’ve been around a lot longer. What’s our excuse?
“Why does this keep happening?” we ask, reciting to ourselves the holy mantra of blaming everything
on men.
Never, ever, should we ask why women allow this to happen. Why they refuse to acknowledge their own
role in complicit victimhood the same way abusive men deny their role in abuse, or even deny they’re
abusers.
We make endless excuses for women to avoid having to ask them — and to acknowledge to ourselves —
that physical abuse happens today because women allow it while swimming in an ocean of stories and
information and sisterhood. Our excuses ring more and more pathetic with each #MeToo cycle.
It’s not only ‘The Patriarchy’ that infantilizes women. We’re guilty, too, of refusing to challenge women
to be the adults we righteously claim women are when men try to deny us the power of choice.
You simply can’t get involved with a guy like Shia LaBoeuf and not know it’s going to end badly. If
Twigs really did believe that, then we older women are failing the younger generations.
Twigs says “It can happen to anybody.”
No it can’t. Not to women who don’t allow it and learn from their own and other’s mistakes. Not when
some of us actually pay attention to #MeToo stories, take an active role in identifying the dynamics of
abusive relationships, and the mistakes women make dancing down that wilted primrose path.
When you see the tiger from a safe distance, you stay away.

Even if your mother didn’t teach you how to be a grownup, even if your father was a poor excuse of a
man, an Internet connection and a few social media accounts will show you a world outside your family.
The mass media, Internet, and social media revolutions raised awareness of oppression and how to fight
and stop it in so many different ways. No one has the right of ‘ignorance’ anymore. We have to
challenge each other to do more, be more, stand up more, stand together more.
We have to Just Say No to abuse.
Have you got the labia for that, girlfriends?

The feminist infantilization of women
Young women still seem incapable of learning from others. What’s the point of #MeToo if we don’t
learn anything from the deluge of horror stories?
If we’re going to infantilize women, then, fine — no more treating them like grown-ass women.
Maybe we need to chaperone young people again. As I understand the fragile feminist mystique, men
are overpowering predatory beasts and women are helpless, fragile little victims-in-waiting. Maybe we
shouldn’t allow young people to date without a grownup in the backseat making sure hands don’t touch
anything except other hands, monitoring every interaction that happens. It would simply be the next
logical step forward for a relentlessly infantilizing consent culture which requires verbal permission for
every move you make.
Maybe we should legally enforce remaining a virgin until marriage, since it’s not at all clear women can
ever truly consent to sex anyway.
Maybe we should reinstate curfews for women, for their own safety.
Maybe she should have to get her parents’ permission to marry, regardless of her age, and the fiance
must get her father’s specific, face to face permission to marry his daughter.
In fact, maybe we should just let Mom and Dad decide who she’ll marry. When a woman can’t identify
an abuser despite his well-publicized past, can you really trust her with any personal life decision?

Please don’t feed The Patriarchy
#MeToo is useless without responsive action. It’s been essential for bringing to light the excesses and
horrors of misogyny and its historical treatment of women. No one can claim they’re ‘silenced’
anymore, and it’s a good thing. Keep bringing those stories on, but it will take more than testimony to
end the sort of abuse FKA Twigs and so many others suffer.
It’s all for nought if women continue to feed The Patriarchy. To witlessly encourage women to keep
tolerating abuse, and most of all, to enable the rapists and abusers. If men must be forced to confront
the privilege and sense of entitlement to women’s bodies that allows them to violate them, then women

must now confront their complicity in their own, and other’s, victimization. Men can’t claim ignorance
anymore, and no longer can we.
You can’t return feeling all empowered from your Take Back The Night protest to find your just-raped
roommate curled up on her bunk bed sobbing and disheveled and tell her, “Don’t report it; you won’t be
believed.”
The rapist thanks you for your support.

We have to do more
We, as women, are failing our sisters.
As privileged and financially independent as FKA Twigs is, as powerful as she thought she was and it’s
clear now she’s not, I don’t fault her for not having the wisdom to know how to handle a violent man.
She’s right; a guy like him can happen to anyone, but more to women who don’t know a man’s history.
She did. But if he hadn’t been famous, I wouldn’t expect Twigs to have the wisdom of women much
older than herself.
I do expect her, now, to Just Say No far, far sooner. If she doesn’t personally learn anything from this,
her lawsuit is a waste of time and resources.
So is #MeToo if we refuse to grow stronger rather than sink further into privileged perma-victimhood.
We are failing the younger generations when we don’t tell them the truth about relationships. It takes
two parties (at least) to be in one. Each plays a role and, in the modern world, in the #MeToo era,
everyone must take responsibility. In a world where women claim equality, where they’re no longer
legal children, they have to accept the responsibility of being adults.
We fail women when we refuse to acknowledge she stayed for a lot of dysfunctional reasons, and not
ask what’s going on in female heads as abusive relationships unfold, what hidden psychological
weaknesses we need to exorcise, and exercise to build emotional strength and resilience, the way you
build stronger muscles at the gym.
It’s not ‘blaming the victim’; it’s taking responsibility, claiming our power, exercising it, and becoming
the grown-ass women we claim we are.
We enable abuse and ‘The Patriarchy’ when we make endless excuses for why women make really bad
relationship decisions. We refuse to hold women the tiniest bit accountable for their own much-vaunted
choices, yet we don’t let men/abusers get away with the tiniest damn thing.
Try arguing abusers can’t be held responsible for how they are. Express endless sympathy for the
cruelties of growing up male in a misogynist culture, brainwashed by toxic masculinity, perhaps abusive
parents of their own. Try suggesting it’s not their fault they’re abusers, they don’t know any better, they
grow up with male privilege they can’t see, you can’t fault them for the way they are, and then share

endless tales of abusive men who grew up in bad situations, were socialized in abusive religions and
cultures, and how they can’t be held responsible, ever, for abusing women. The poor dears!
Not their fault! Don’t blame the victims!
This line of thinking grants men inclined to abuse to keep up business as usual. It gives them
permission.
Ergo, we give women permission to continue being abused when we don’t challenge what’s happening,
why it’s happening, and what she, and we, can do better the next time around.
We’ve spent enough time dissecting and analyzing all things male — patriarchy, privilege, entitlement,
narcissism, supremacy, and how it perpetuates abuse and oppression of women. It’s now time for
women to engage in collective self-analysis, dissecting our own brains and asking ourselves why so
many of us follow the well-trodden path into abusive relationships. We’ve already expended plenty of
energy on dissecting the why of feminine behavior, or reactive behavior, now it’s time to ask, And what
are we going to do about it?
Men don’t possess our brains. They belong to us. They’re our responsibility. And if our psychology fails
us in some ways, it’s our responsibility to fix the problems. If there’s no shame in strengthening your
body by going to the gym, there should be even less shame in strengthening your mind and your will
against tolerating bad relationship behavior.
Let’s stop it with the blame game — for men, most of all for ourselves — and let’s be the grown-ass
women we always claim to be.
We must agree to end our complicity in our own oppression.
Support FKA Twigs, but what becomes known can’t be un-known. Hold her, others, and yourself
accountable.

What ‘The Hangover’ Got Right About Domestic
Abuse
What do those rationalizations sound like when a man says them?

Image by Sasin Tipchai from Pixabay

“Guys, you don’t understand. Melissa checks my [credit card] statements.” — Dr. Stuart
Price, The Hangover

The first time I watched The Hangover (2009), I thought to myself, Damn, every abused woman
needs to watch this. She needs to see what she looks like.
One character is an unaware domestic abuse victim. Dr. Stuart Price, derided as ‘Dr. Faggot’ by his
sophomoric friends, lives with a deeply unpleasant control freak who controls and monitors him, who
once hit him, and on one memorable vacation cruise at which Stuart was not present, had sex with —
some cruise member. No one can seem to remember his occupation.
If you’re not familiar with the movie, it’s funny as hell and one of the few original movies Hollywood
has managed to produce in the last twenty years. Which means there are no heroes in rubber muscle
suits saving the world from improbable villains, no monosyllabic he-men inflicting far-right values and
toxic masculinity on indigenous people, nor does it pretend to any deep meaning. It’s a hilarious
whodunit in which they try to piece together what happened in Vegas during a bachelor party gone awry
when one accidentally slips them roofies in Jagermeister.
Stu has to lie to Melissa, his partner, to get permission to go on this weekend, because it’s easier than
fighting with her over Vegas. He tells her they’re in Napa Valley.

When he announces to his friends what he intends to do when they get home, they explode with
disbelief, particularly Phil, a frat boy type unhappy with his suburban life and job, but he’s the genuine
voice of reason when Stu shows them the ring.
Phil : If it’s what I think it is, it’s a big fucking mistake!
Doug : She’s not that bad.
Phil : Doug, she beats him!
Stu : That was once, and I was out of line.”

“Wait, have you not listened to anything I have ever said?” Phil asks. Clearly, he’s spoken to Stu
many times over the three years he’s been with Melissa. Stu tells him it’s time, (for getting
engaged), and ‘this is how it works.’
“A, that is bullshit, and B, she is a complete bitch,” Phil says, voicing what the audience thought when
first introduced to Melissa, who reminds Stu to pack his Rogaine because she can always tell when his
hair gets thinner (with a look of disgust) and hectoring him about not going to any strip clubs in case
Phil should happen to ‘sniff one out’ in Napa Valley.
She won’t let him kiss her goodbye; she’s miffed he even dared to go on an excursion without her.
Maybe she’s afraid he’ll fuck the bartender, or whatever.
“She beats him,” he reminds his friends. Stu tells him Melissa is ‘strong-willed,’ and he ‘respects that’.
“Wow. Wow. He’s in denial. Not to mention, she fucked a sailor,” Phil states.
There’s no difference when a woman says these things.

It sounds no less ridiculous. Phil may be an annoying juvenile pig, but he talks real turkey with
Stu and lets him know Melissa’s treatment of him is not okay. Melissa is a bitch and although
no one ever utters the abuse word, it’s what we’re all thinking. He sounds and acts exactly like
an abused woman.
Except he gets less acceptance from his friends who care about him, who don’t want to see him ruin his
life.
Like many women, Stu doesn’t listen to those wiser than he.
Years ago, when my father was still working, he told me about a young woman who worked in their
office who came in with a black eye, and her co-workers asked her what happened.
She admitted her boyfriend hit her because she’d refused to smoke marijuana with him.
“You need to leave him,” my father said, in a position to know about such things. He told her about a
relative who was in an abusive relationship and how she found it difficult to get out. How the partner
showed no respect for her and hit her repeatedly. How it only gets worse, not better, no matter what he
says afterward.
“Why do you stay with someone who treats you like that?” Dad asked the young woman. And he related
the line I knew was coming next.
“It’s because I loooooooooooove him!”
I told my then-boyfriend my father’s story. He was a kind, decent Pagan guy, the sort who would no
more hit a woman than he would shoot a dog.
He knew someone who’d been abused, and he couldn’t understand why she put up with it. He screwed
up his face in disgust when he said it: “Because I loooooooooove him!”
Male or female, Dr. Stuart Price is what someone looks like when they’re abused. The difference is, I
don’t know, maybe male friends are more likely to tell you in plain speaking you need to dump the
abusive asshole.
There’s a bigger, more critical problem with female abuse victims. When they tolerate abusive
partners, there may be putting their friends and family in danger.
Far more often for women than men, their abuse isn’t, strictly speaking, a private matter. Because
Melissa, if Stuart leaves her, isn’t likely to stalk him or try to kill him. That’s a real possibility for
women — in fact, the most common way by far women get murdered.
Sometimes aggrieved dumped husbands and lovers will go after her family, and sometimes her friends.
Texas man shoots his ex and her family
Brooklyn Dad shoots his daughter’s mother and her sisters
Ohio guy kills his ex and her family, with help from his own

Guy kills family to get to ex-wife he wants to kill, also with help from his family
It’s everyone’s business when a woman won’t leave an abusive man.
Here in Toronto, I used to work for a company where, prior to my joining, they were forced to shut
down the office one afternoon because a crazy ex was coming to kill one of the administrative staff, and
police warned he might show up at the office.
She put her entire office in danger.
I wonder if her friends and family said much before he went off the deep end. My family didn’t, when
our relative was in that situation. Neither were we in much danger, since we weren’t immediate family
and we lived in another state. We hardly ever saw her because — well, you can guess.
Women are way too nice about abuse.
We tolerate it far too much, whether it’s happening to us or to others. I’d like to see us find a medium
somewhere between Stu’s friends — who are too derisive and condescending — and the rest of us who
STFU and assume it’s her business.
On perhaps on some subconscious level, we acknowledge the dirty little secret about abuse: She’s
letting it happen.
I’ve been the warning someone ignored. I used to work with a very pretty married young woman whose
husband was hitting her. She left him. He did exactly what my mother warned me abusive men do when
she leaves: He apologized profusely, made a date to take her out to dinner at a nice restaurant, and
surprised her with a chauffeured limo and flowers. She came in the next morning like a young girl in
love.
“He’s going to do it again,” I told her. I related my mother’s insight.
“Oh no, it’s going to be different now,” she said.
I wonder how many more beatings it took
before she left. Or if she ever did. I don’t
know how it turned out as she left the
company shortly after. I don’t know why.
She made the choice to listen to him. She was young
and inexperienced and we didn’t know as much about
abuse as we do now. Women had a lot less financial
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power then. She made a bad choice, perhaps an uninformed choice, but it was still a choice. Life is all
about uninformed choices. We all do it every single day because we can’t look into the future and see
how things will turn out. We can’t know what we don’t know.

She also made the choice to not listen to me, and possibly others, warning her this was a dangerous path
to take. I hope her (I expect) ex didn’t go after her friends and family too. Or maybe she made too many
choices to stay and then one day, she no longer had one.
She was a co-worker, not a friend, so I couldn’t say too much. I’ve never been in a position where I had
someone in my own circle actively talking about domestic abuse. It might have been happening quietly,
but I suspect it wasn’t happening much. The kind of women who don’t question abuse, or even
recognize it, aren’t the sort of people who become my friends. Probably we have little in common.
I wouldn’t want my phone number in the mobile of someone I know is being abused. I don’t want her
crazy mofo to find it and decide I’m too good a friend or I was likely the fucking c—t who persuaded
her to leave. I don’t want that sort of drama in my life.
If a friend confessed her partner was abusing her I wouldn’t turn my back on her, especially if I didn’t
think he was the sort to take out a family barbecue in revenge, but I would be stronger in my language
than many women would be.
I mean, we’ve been understanding and non-blamey and non-judgemental for like fifty fucking years and
women are still getting assaulted, raped, beaten, put in the hospital, and often killed because they made
a lot of really bad decisions all along the way.
And clearly, they don’t fucking listen when people do speak up.
We need to be less tolerant of abusive men overall, stronger with our language with friends and family
and make it clear they have choice. And the longer they wait to choose to leave, the harder it’s going to
be.
And maybe even, if they don’t fucking leave him, you don’t want anything more to do with this
shitshow because you don’t need him coming after you.
Doing the same thing over and over is the definition of insanity, n’est-çe pas?
The Hangover’s Phil (Matthew McConaughey) is an asshole — they all are — but I loved his reaction
in the fancy Vegas suite when he told Stu in no uncertain terms what a big fucking mistake he was
making. He removed a little of Stu’s future victimhood. He made it clear it was a choice and he stated
the truth — Stu was in denial.
I don’t like the other ways they treated him — calling him Dr. Faggot, ‘correcting’ him in public for
calling himself a doctor when he was ‘just a dentist’. But I get their impatience and disgust with him.
Why didn’t he listen to them?
Melissa needs Stu to call her as soon as he arrives somewhere, and one doesn’t get the impression she
wants to make sure he’s safe. She gets really pissy if he doesn’t call — like when his plane arrived late
and he was the keynote speaker. She tells him she’ll kick his ass if he goes to a strip club, and she might
mean it literally. We know she’s hit him already. He agrees with everything she says in a way suggesting
he’s trying to keep the peace. He makes excuses for her sexual infidelity — She was wasted! And if you
must know, he didn’t even come inside her! — and later she throws a loud expletive-laced tantrum at the

wedding.
Stu is in an abusive relationship, and his friends are a lot less tolerant than female friends would be.
We need to woman up. We need to hold ourselves, and others, to a higher standard than we have. It’s not
1988 anymore when my father told his story.
We have more economic, financial, and political will, not to mention more power. But do we have the
willpower to truly put an end to abuse?

The Five Best Books For Avoiding Abusive
Relationships
Read these, and enjoy the abuse-free life I've always enjoyed

I hope they're reading Dina McMillan's book. Photo by Oleg Magni from Pexels

If there's one thing I'm really good at, it's avoiding partner abuse. It's foreign to me.
It's why I've come to address the unmet feminist market niche: Patching and fortifying the female brain
against acceptance of abuse, and from allowing toxic men into one's life.
We've spent enough time dissecting and analyzing patriarchy, masculinity, the 'man box', and everything
else about the abuser; now it's time to address the other half of the partner dynamic: The receiver of the
abuse, more commonly known as the victim.
Women are no longer powerless, even if some are less powerless than others. Not every woman
recognizes her intrinsic power, and a regressive, self-infantilizing, fear-based, decades-long de-evolution
in feminism seeks to preserve that powerlessness, because deep down victim feminists fear real
empowerment. True empowerment requires you to make decisions that could blow up in your face or
even put you in harm's way, but it also emboldens and strengthens you, especially when you stand up for
yourself before harm is even in your neighborhood.
And the more you stand up for yourself and nothing bad happens, the better you become at recognizing
lower-risk assertiveness challenges.
I've found five stellar resources to help women identify their psychological weaknesses and inoculate
themselves against the sort of toxic man who manipulates and abuses, but also to better understand men

and thereby become better partners themselves. After all, she may be no walk in the park either.
Understanding how men think and feel from a compassionate point of view helps us guard against inner
misandry and stop judging men by our own gender-based yardstick (which is what we've complained
about them doing to us for many years!)
You can't change another person, you can only change yourself. Here are my five favorite resources,
beginning with the most important.

1. "But He Says He Loves Me!" - Dina McMillan
My review of Dina McMillan's invaluable book But He Says He Loves Me: How to Avoid Being
Trapped in a Manipulative Relationship appeared recently so I'll keep this synopsis brief. This is my
full review:
"But He Says He Loves Me!" The Women's Abuse Prevention Manual
McMillan drills down with a compassionate tone, based on her 2017 TED talk Unmasking the Abuser,
into how the controlling, entitled, abusive male mind thinks, and describes with great clarity how they
entice women to hand over their control and power in baby steps by understanding her psychology
better than she does. A manipulative abuser will never gain power over you once you read and take
notes from this superb manual.

2. Why Does He Do That? Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men - Lundy Bancroft
Lundy Bancroft is an author, workshop leader, and domestic violence counselor who focuses on,
according to his website, "Training professionals on best practices for intervening with male
perpetrators of violence against women, toward the goal of promoting accountability and requiring
change."
He's worked with both abusers and victims in domestic partnerships. His book details how the abusive
male mind thinks, but not with the granularity of McMillan's book. His most valuable insight, which
McMillan doesn't identify, is how deeply entrenched is the abuser's modus operandi. The roots of
abuse, he says, are ownership, the trunk is entitlement and the branches are control.
This is the core of who the abuser is, and it's near-impossible to dislodge it. It's formed from his early
influences and role models, his values and beliefs, and his utter contempt for his partner, which he keeps
carefully hidden from everyone else. These men are often far more conscious of what they're doing than
they appear.
One of women's most damaging fallibilities is the belief she can change an abusive man, or that he
himself might change. He absolutely can, but he almost certainly won't. His entitlement has always
worked to his advantage, and the world is full of plenty of partners willing to relinquish control to him,
so if one wises up and leaves, he can always find another.

The abusive man is self-centered, Bancroft notes, with deep roots in profound entitlement. He
emphasizes just how deeply rooted these roots are.
I found a great article summarizing Bancroft's 13 signs an abusive man is changing and how to make
sure he is, which observes that in order to truly change, an abuser must follow certain steps in the right
order. Many stop after the first few figuring 'they've done enough, now she needs to get her shit together
and stop complaining'. He points out remaining abusive is much easier than changing, since the latter
means becoming more self-aware and engaging in the uncomfortable self-analysis many people choose
to avoid.
“At some point during the first few months that a man is in my program, I usually stumble upon the
core of his privilege, like a rear bunker on his terrain. He may abandon a few of his forward positions,
but this fortification is where he surrounds himself with sandbags and settles in for protracted war,"
Bancroft says, noting that only a very small single-digit percentage ever truly change.
Tattoo this on your inner eyelids so you're reminded every night of the eleventh commandment: He
ain't changin', girlfriend, so just cut your losses and go!

3. The Game: Penetrating The Secret Society Of Pickup Artists - Neil Strauss
Strauss's controversial 2005 expose of pickup artist (PUA) culture is part investigative reporting and part
gonzo journalism, since Strauss himself was a PUA, and he describes his personal experiences as a not
terribly attractive or romantically skilled wannabe Casanova who found his tutor in Mystery, a Torontoborn PUA who took Strauss (dorky PUA name: Style) under his wing. Strauss was a former New York
Times music critic and a contributing editor at Rolling Stone. He's written for other major publications
such as Maxim, Esquire, and Entertainment Weekly.
Strauss's book is, therefore, well-written and also somewhat sympathetic to the seduction community's
'targets'. I've written a full review of his book too. It’s in Part 2 of this e-book.
Strauss drills down into both the PUAs' and targets' brains and describes how the former are schooled to
learn everything they can about the latter's psychology utilizing neuro-linguistic programming,
persuasion and influencing resources. Further education comes from Internet support groups and
manipulative tricks like lowering her self-esteem through 'negging', woo-woo 'psychology tests' and the
New Age nonsense so many young women adore. He describes 'cat string theory', and 'social proof'.
His less execrable advice is to ABL (Always Be Learning), which means researching and devouring
information to perpetually refine and optimize your skills. I wrote a followup to my review on how his
PUA advice manual is actually a blueprint for accomplishing whatever else you want, like building a
startup, finding a long-term relationship, climbing the corporate ladder, or learning another language.

It’s also in Part 2. Understanding the tactics of male manipulation, once again, fortifies a woman's brain
against falling for this B.S.

4. What Was He Thinking? The Woman's Guide to a Man's Mind - Dr. Mike Bechtle
Let's not forget the other side of the abuse coin: The woman, who receives it, and who can be abusive
herself, psychologically, emotionally, or physically. Or a combination.
Even if she's not abusive, she brings her own dysfunctions from prior relationships, experiences, and
perhaps an unhappy childhood.
It's important to remember that one's perspective is only half of the equation. Men aren't always wrong
or bad people because they perceive, interpret, judge, value, or respond differently. What Was He
Thinking? is a straightforward explanation of how a man's brain works, especially in everyday situations
like trying to find something in the fridge. He's scanning the terrain while calling, "Honey, where's the
mayonnaise? Are we out?" when the new jar is sitting on the shelf right in front of him.
Sex hormones influence our brain functioning, and as a result, women are better at object recognition
while men are better at navigation and visual spatial rotation, which is why mayo seekers grow equally
frustrated with women who can't seem to read a road map. (Millennials: Whaddaya mean, what's a
map? Don't you remember your childhood's family vacations? The fight that always started with your
father accusing your mother of not knowing how to read a map when in fact it was so old it noted the
Gadsden Purchase and referred to Upper and Lower Canada?)
The most interesting insight I got from the book was the cheating male's understanding of infidelity
invisible to plenty of cheating women. Bechtle notes that men involved with married women were less
inclined to marry them than women were with cheating men. Seems the boyfriend is often somewhat
empathetic with her husband: He realizes that if she's cheating on the partner, she'll likely cheat on him
too. Too often, she thinks the cheating husband will be different for her.
I wish more women considered that before they got involved with Mr. Married Manwhore.

5. Emotional Intelligence 2.0 - Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves
There's nothing more self-empowering and critical to avoiding abuse (and refrain from becoming
abusive) than getting real about yourself. Dr. Travis Bradberry is a world-renowned expert on emotional
intelligence and this book was a bestseller. Jean Greaves is his co-founder in TalentSmart, their
consulting firm for teaching organizations how to cultivate emotional intelligence in the workplace.
Their book contains snack-sized essays on improving your EQ (Emotional Quotient) in short chapters
and essays. Emotional intelligence is all about being able to effectively regulate and manage your own
behavior and responses, especially when your limbic system--the emotional production part of your
brain--gets triggered and you 'lose it'. EI 2.0 walks you through what it is, and understanding the four
skills: Self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship management, with whole

sections devoted to and with strategies for improving each.
The grand irony is many people believe they're emotionally intelligent, but most aren't. Bradberry and
Greaves claim only about 36% are, although I've seen other sources figure it at closer to 15%.
Considering how easily divided and triggered many of us have become thanks to insular politics,
declining critical thinking skills and social media, I'm more inclined to believe the latter estimate.
Know thyself, said Socrates, and with this book, you can take it literally, and make a greater effort to not
contribute dysfunction to a relationship yourself.
The better you understand yourself, the better you'll understand others, and vice versa. That's what I've
found, and I am, as we all should be, a forever work-in-progress.
The leaves have just fallen from your eyes with these five book recommendations: You know what you
must do now to immunize yourself against abusive, manipulative, dysfunctional relationships.
Now go forth and know thyself.

If It’s That Hard To Be A Woman, You’re Doing It
Wrong
Life is hard for men too. Deal with it.
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North American women do love to complain. It’s a privilege of living in one of the two most
advanced, modern cultures in the world, where they’ve got it immeasurably easier compared to women
in days of yore, including the world I was born into.
“It’s so haaaaaaaaard to be a woman today! It’s just exhausting!”
I think the worst, the very worst part of being a woman in North America is having to listen to educated
women of all types whine like little girls about how haaaaaaarrrd it is to be a woman.

Shelly Fabares had it right in Bye Bye Birdie.

If it’s that hard to be a woman in 2022, you’re doing it wrong.

When there was still a patriarchy thing
Okay, I’m a lot more experienced at being a woman than most. I’ve been at it a lot longer.
When I was born in the Mad Men era, women couldn’t own credit cards without a co-signer, had a
harder time getting an apartment of their own (because she might Have Sex), couldn’t get a legal
abortion in most places nor could she get birth control (See: Punishment. Having Sex. Nice Girls
Don’t.) She also couldn’t attend certain exclusive schools.
When people asked me that dumbass question they love to ask six-year-olds, “What do you want to be
when you grow up?” I said I wanted to be a nurse. I didn’t see a lot of career options. Like, also,
mommy, secretary, teacher.
“You could be a doctor,” my feminist-in-denial mother said. (She hated ‘those damn women’s libbers!’)
“I can’t be a doctor!” I protested. “I’m not a boy!”
“Girls can be doctors,” Mom said. “No one’s stopping them.”
“Whoever heard of a woman doctor?” I asked, drawing on my vast experience with the only doctor I’d
ever known.
“There are women doctors,” Mom told me. “They’re just not very common.”
Who knew there weren’t laws against this sort of thing?

Victory for women? Move along, nothing to see here!
When I entered university the Computer Revolution was underway.

It was a little chickie-boo who liberated the (male) masses by smashing the patriarchy (literally)

Feminism had a harder edge now, and young women like myself took it for granted we could be
whatever we wanted. We had big-ass shoulder pads to prove it, too.
Somewhere along the way, though, everything went — if you’ll pardon the expression — tits up.
Women lost their edge, sort of pretended to be empowered, but their message became just — weak.
They talked about this patriarchy thing as though it was the source of all evil.
Patriarchy exists in regressive, retro parts of the world, but here in North America it’s more of a
geriatric Fox News-addled old crank.
Hey, great news! Harvey Weinstein just got sentenced to 23 years in prison for being a mass rapist! Not
long after Bill Cosby got sentenced! Time to celebrate, right?

Well, at least women didn’t *vote* for Harvey Weinstein or Bill Cosby…

Dude’s 69. He’s going to die before he serves his sentence. What did she want,
the Braveheart treatment?

Let’s note: For once, the white rapist got a longer prison sentence than the black rapist.
I mean c’mon, Weinstein’s been getting away with this for years. And Cosby even longer. Almost as
long as I’ve been alive, when Sunni Welles became his first alleged drug rape victim.
Honest question: Do women not report sexual assault more because they won’t be believed, or because
feminists keep telling them they won’t be believed?
Instead of celebrating a second big win, women downplay it and claim there’s no justice for women.
Because Trump, or something. Victim feminists have a major phobia against ever admitting women are
making progress every damn day. Naomi Wolf wrote a whole book about it.

Mama Didn’t Raise No Victim Feminist
No matter how good things get, no matter how much better women have it, no matter how privileged we
all are, no matter how much justice we do see, no matter how much the rape rate has gone down (63%)
since the early ’90s, (and maybe a few extra percentage points since Weinstein got arrested) all too
many feminists can do is complain about niggling details instead of tackling real problems facing
women, like how we can make it safer and less stigmatizing to report sexual abuse immediately.
Men have it hard too
Of all the stupid mental junk food modern feminists gorge on, the most ridiculous is the notion that men
have it so much easier.
You’d think life was just a cakewalk in the park for men compared to how haaaaard women have it in
2022.
To be sure, men still possess an unequal amount of power, and let’s stop colorizing it, because in many
parts of the world where women live with genuine patriarchy, neither they nor their oppressors are
white.
‘White privilege’ didn’t protect dozens of women from Bill Cosby, either.
Men find existence pretty damn difficult too, and they’re dealing
with a lot of the same problems women have.
What’s the Hardest Part About Being a Man?
I’m a Doctor and I Struggle to Help Men With Depression
It’s no picnic being a man, either.
I read a lot of articles about all the things women claim they aren’t
‘allowed’ to do. I’m not sure where that comes from. I see an awful
lot of the very same messages to men, too, of all the things they’re
not ‘allowed’ to do. Those forbidden things may be different from
what women aren’t ‘permitted’, but men still receive numerous
negative messages about how they’re supposed to be and act.

Some see a victim of patriarchal exploitation that
only values women for their sexual release value;
others see an empowered woman unafraid of her
own sexuality or what others think. What do *you*
see? Creative Commons Zero — CC0 on Pxfuel

They can’t have feelings, they can’t cry, they have to define themselves by work, they have to be strong
and stoic at all times, real men don’t ask for help.

They can’t complain if they get beaten by a woman. Or raped. Yes, it happens, and not always by
another man, either.
It’s difficult to ‘be a man’ when you have to be on constant guard against the Homo Police. Sociologist
Michael Kimmel writes about it in Guyland: The Perilous World Where Boys Become Men.
“Homophobia — the fear that people might misperceive you as gay — is the animating fear
of American guys’ masculinity.”
Teenage boys in particular police each other for signs of ‘gayness’. It sounds exhausting.
“It’s not like I want to stay in that box,” says Jeff, a college student. “But as soon as you
step outside it, even for a second, all the other guys are like, ‘what are you, dude, a fag?’
It’s not very safe out there on your own….But now, in my fraternity, on this campus, man,
I’d lose everything.”
Men buy into society’s toxic lessons, as do women.
Just type “women aren’t allowed to” in the Medium search bar, look at the articles it retrieves, and ask
just who’s holding all these women back. Is The Patriarchy holding guns to their heads, or are they
blaming men for their own lack of labia?
It’s time for all of us to examine toxic social messages and ask, “Do I have to mentally consume this
garbage?”
Life is hard. For everyone.
One thing that hasn’t changed for humanity since we first crawled out of the ocean 400 million years
ago is that life is pretty damn difficult no matter who you are.
Although we live longer and richer lives, we still torture people for fun like they did in the Middle Ages,
although now it takes the form of bullying and abuse — gay-shaming for boys, slut-shaming for girls, fatshaming for everyone.
We are still tribal. The worst punishment is social ostracism, and we always find ways to push others to
the outside. It’s universal.
Life is hard no matter what historical time period you live in. It’s hard for everyone; all colors, all
genders, all preferences, all religions, all cultures. While there are countless competitors in the
Victimhood Olympics, I’m not sure there are any clear winners. How much one ultimately suffers is
correlated to their degree of mental health, and how much they’re willing to torture themselves.

How to make it easier to be a woman
What makes our suffering worse is when our egos feed us narratives that make it all about ourselves.

This is why I roll my eyes at feminitwits who are always droning on about how ‘misogyny’ and
‘patriarchy’ are everywhere. They invented much of it.
Seriously, these obsessions are piling misery on Western women in an already miserable world. These
ideas have their place, but mostly in textbooks, not between one’s ears.
It’s painful to watch women mentally stab themselves over and over again with toxic interpretations
positioning themselves, or women in general, as victims.
Girls just want to have fun, but perma-victims live to suffer.
11 Instances of Everyday Sexism lists a few, to my eyes, miniscule misogynies women have to live with:










‘Shaming’ for having our period. Um, maybe in cultures where it’s still taboo, but in North
America? What, because feminine hygiene products are still taxed in some places? Because
trans women had to put up with the indignity of the Venus symbol on their sanitary napkins?
(Is it just me, or do trans women activists seem even more entitled than born women?)
Being told to smile. Maybe there’s only so much resting-bitch-face people can put up with on
the train in the morning. Men should smile more too. Congenial faces might help to reduce
some of the misogyny and misandry in the world. Can someone send Greta Thunberg a memo?
Getting ignored by co-workers. Yeah, because that never happens to men.
Missing out on networking opportunities. What, does LinkedIn have a virtual ‘pink office’filter
somewhere?
‘Mom shaming’ for not being a good enough mother. Do men have anything to do with this???
Has there ever been a mom-shaming on social media that didn’t involve a gaggle of selfrighteous, supermommier-than-thou stroller tank jockeys?
Being expected to have orgasms from intercourse. Okay, no one needs that kind of sexual
pressure but I’d like to point out: When I was born, feminists themselves could barely find the
clitoris, much less men. Be glad he even knows what a female orgasm is!

Can You Find All 15 Signs Of The Patriarchy In This Picture Of A Tugboat? (Warning: Satire!)
I want to scream, “Stop telling yourself such nasty stories! They’re not true! You’re poisoning yourself,
and women!”
People have it hard in a toxic society that grows ever more toxic every day. Suicides are at record rates,
up 33% for Americans since 1999. Stress is up too. Teens rival adults. Racism is linked to faster aging
in blacks, but white men still kill themselves at far higher rates.
So much for how hard it is to be a woman.
It sucks for all of us, kids. It’s not a competition.
Deal with it.

PART 2

PATCH YOUR BRAIN

What Women Can Learn From Studying Pickup
Artists
Women unconsciously collude with sexual predators. Know their tactics, and reclaim your power

Women aren’t helpless little ‘targets’. We can fortify ourselves against males who seek to exploit our
psychological weaknesses. Photo by SilviaP_Design on Needpix

“The smarter a girl is, the better it works. Party girls with attention deficit disorder
generally don’t stick around to hear the routines. A more perceptive, worldly, or educated
girl will listen and think, and soon find herself ensnared.” — Neil Strauss, ‘The Game’

Loren blew into my life like a Highland warrior, the literal embodiment of the sexy, chesty, takecharge, long-haired hero of a medieval romance novel.
We both belonged to the Society for Creative Anachronism, a medieval re-creation group I was part of
in my twenties.
Charismatic and compellingly attractive, dark-haired, dark-eyed, brash and brimming with sexuality, he
glommed onto me like a Scottish laird to a guileless virgin. Except I was a flamboyant and outrageous
belly dancer, famous throughout New England SCAdian ‘kingdoms’ for my flirting and sexual innuendo
as well as my energetic performances.
Loren epitomized the hottest, most popular guy in school whose head, just a few years previously, my
dorky ass could never hope to turn.

But, ugh, he flirted with every woman he met and often had a woman (or two) under each arm. Right in
front of me, even as he actively worked to crank my every sexual button into hyperdrive.
Seventeen years later, pickup artist (PUA) Neil Strauss, a/k/a Style, explained in his exposé and how-to
manual The Game how this was ‘social proof’: “The notion that if everyone else is doing something,
then it must be good.” Have one or more beautiful women around you, which always looks better than if
you’re alone.
I was no longer La Dorkola. Now I was Gisèle, with a ton more self-esteem and male admirers than
high school. I disliked arrogant assholes, hip to the games they played with women to massage their
own mammoth egos.
Today we call them ‘players’. Back then I called them ‘sluts’.
I decided not having sex with Loren would give me far greater pleasure than bedding him.
I made a conscious decision to be the one woman he couldn’t nail.

The best and worst of pickup artist practice
Not all The Game’s advice for men is bad. It offers some pretty basic female attraction lessons many
men never learn, even well into middle age. Here’s what makes me want to scream, “Hallelujah,
Brothah Style! Say it again! Tell them like it is!”






Smile when you enter a room. The game is on. You’re together, you’re fun, you’re somebody.
Be well-groomed.
Have a sense of humor.
Connect with people.
Don’t approach a woman with a sexual come-on; learn about her first. Strauss thinks she
should earn the right to be hit on. [No, he must earn the right to hit on her.]
 Demonstrate value. Be different. (Oh dear gods on Mount Olympus, if men learn just one thing
from The Game let it be this!)
The Game, for women, is a road map to every easy exploit in the female brain. Patch your weaknesses,
and you’ll be impervious to the perv-ious.
Ladies, take note of the following. This is just a taste of what women need to understand about
themselves to effectively avoid not just PUAs but other toxic men. The less laudable, if lamentably
effective advice:
 Negging. Alienating her by lowering her self-esteem and displaying an active lack of interest in
her. (Remember: This works, particularly for those women PUAs correctly label LSE: Low SelfEsteem.)
 Cat string theory. If they make it too easy for her she loses interest and goes away. (The Game’s
female counterpart, The Rules, is entirely based on this same premise.)

 Using NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) techniques to, essentially, trick her into wanting to
be with him. NLP is considered hogwash by scientists, but it seems to work for PUAs, and
strikes me as being at least a little based in current neuroscience: We can, indeed, rewire or
‘reprogram’ our brains.
 Strauss really nails many women (figuratively) with what I call woo-woo. He calls it ‘chick
crack’, the conversational ice-breaker psychology ‘tests’ and New Age fluffy nonsense many
women adore. One example: He writes down a number and asks you to choose between one and
ten. You chose 7; he reveals that’s the number he wrote down! He knew you were going to say
that because you’re meant to be together or some such crap! Amazing! (Except that 70% of
people choose 7.)
 Or, he gives you and your friend some silly ‘best friends test’ and spouts a bunch of
psychobabble he made up utilizing fairly pedestrian knowledge about people. Not only is he
rarely ever wrong, but if he is he can find a different frame to make it look like he wasn’t. It’s
what fake psychics do: ‘Cold reading’.
The really execrable advice for men:
 Challenge yourself to overcome shyness doing things like talking a homeless person out of a
quarter. If you can overcome that, you can be an effective PUA. You’ll also be a horrible human
being, and everyone in Strauss’s book paid a price later. TANSTAAFL.
Still, there’s a point: Push yourself to face rejection, and get so good at what you do you don’t get it
nearly as much. Relentless rejection saps your will to live, but only occasional rejection is just part of
The Game.
I can’t wholeheartedly condemn their tactics. I’ve been in sales for almost all my career; we, too, know
a lot of little tips and nudges to win prospects over. (As PUAs dehumanize women as ‘targets’ or ‘sets’,
we salescritters refer to prospects and leads. No, nothing dehumanizing here.)
Early in my career, a savvy, successful salesman told me, “When someone objects or resists, distract
them by talking about something else; then go back to it, and keep doing this until they give you what
you want.”
I did this just the other day to a woman resisting booking a meeting with our team lead. I cracked a joke
and she laughed and I laughed and then I cracked another joke and then went back to booking the
meeting. And I did.
These tactics work.

Who’s truly being victimized?
The #MeToo movement has focused much-needed attention on predatory men. Women have slid male
manipulation, control and abuse under the microscope, scrutinizing experiences and exchanging data
like scientists parsing the differences between ancient fossilized bacteria.

Some women don’t yet connect the fact that we’re not, or don’t have to be, helpless recipients of male
machinations. We can draw lessons from #MeToo, studying The Enemy, those predatory men who seek
to use and abuse women à la Harvey Weinstein, Bill Cosby, R. Kelly and Gamers. The Game helps us
to better understand our own psychological weaknesses and eliminate them. Forewarned is
forearmed.
I was right speculating that PUAs were more adept at understanding female psychology than many
actual females.
But here’s the rub: Not all The Game’s ‘targets’ are the helpless, naive victims one might assume.
Female readers will identify with the seemingly hapless ‘targets’ while guided dick missiles Style,
Mystery, Extramask, Papa or Tyler Durden walk into a club or party and hone in on their ‘prey’. They’re
about to ‘put one over on her’! They’re about to ‘use her’ and discard her! Don’t they understand these
women have feelings?
That’s how it would be if these guys targeted us, the mortal less-than-10s.
These guys have set high standards for themselves. They weren’t good-looking or rich enough to score
the really hot high school girls, so they learned The Game not just to get the head cheerleader, but the
head cheerleader for the Dallas Cowboys. They’re all style and little substance.
But the women they’re going for aren’t exactly Michelle Obamas either. Often lacking in substance
themselves, both ‘targets’ and PUAs cater to the equally callow and shallow.
Many have been super-hotties their entire young lives. Males have always come easy to them, and
they’ve developed a hyper-awareness of the games men play. They retaliate with their own games. There
are probably as many books on how to emotionally and sexually manipulate men as there are for men
seeking the same for women, even if the desired outcomes are different (monogamy versus polygamy).
Strauss was surprised to learn not all women are out to isolate a man from sexual nirvana with a ring, a
house and a baby. Many women, he found, are just as interested in sex as men, but have to contend with
matters like the Slut Rep.
And sometimes women are commitment-phobic, too. Or accept behavior others would find creepy and
threatening.
Like the woman Strauss dropped off at her address, then followed her into her apartment without
asking, and she didn’t object. And they had consensual sex.
If you act as the authority, says his friend Grimble, many women won’t question you.
He’s right.
These women let them do these things.

It’s not always oppression. Sometimes they consent, for their own reasons. One woman’s meat (ar ar) is
another one’s poison.
So women have to learn to not let them. Our bodies, our choices, right? Now that we know what they’re
doing, we can put the kibosh on it if we want to.
Often, women collude in their own oppression. Perhaps they don’t know any better, especially if they’re
very young. Ignorance is bliss, for abusers. The good news is women don’t have to take it!
I can’t emphasize this enough: Women respond to The Game’s cheesy tactics because they work.
For those who seek something more substantial than cheap hookups, it’s our job, as women, to
educate ourselves, and educate girls better on how to identify and avoid men who are only out to
use us. How to handle early male attempts at control. How never to allow a man to mistreat us. We
decide how we want to be treated.
We’re not victims. We empower ourselves.
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“Take my power. Please.”
One PUA observed that the ‘weakness’ of small, petite women turned him on. Naomi Wolf observed in
The Beauty Myth that super-skinny, anorexic women may be attractive to men because an
undernourished woman is too weak to resist. The anorexic also conveys an important dark message:
She’s so desperate for male approval and/or a partner, she’s willing to nearly starve herself to death.
Anorexia is one way women hand over their power to men. The kind who will likely mistreat them.
Women find other ways to collude with sexual predators, however unconsciously, to victimize
themselves and others.

And some of the ‘targets’ are little better than the PUAs themselves. There are some other pretty
depressing truths about The Game’s ‘targets’ and ‘sets’.
 Men may drop women easily, but women will dump men just as quickly for a bigger, better deal.
 A particularly depressing observation is how women still think and allow themselves to be
defined as ‘sluts’, as though men still held all the power of their perception, not to mention their
reputation. Strauss describes LMR (Last Minute Resistance) as an understandable ASD (AntiSlut Defense). The woman pulls back a bit so he understands she’s not easy.
 Women married three or more years were easier to bed than single ones. (So much for the evils
of tomcats.)
 One PUA’s conquest accidentally sent her judgmental review of their date to her entire address
book, revealing several details of how shallow and stereotypical she actually was. PUAs screen
for women who are ‘users’. Touché.
 ‘Style’ (Strauss) found women were usually okay with learning he’s a PUA after sleeping with
them, and didn’t believe he’d been ‘running game’ on them. But once they broke up or stopped
seeing each other, they used it against him. They were okay with what he was until the end.
 “If you lower a woman’s self-esteem, she will seek validation from you.” If there’s only one
lesson I want women to learn from reading The Game, it’s this one!
What I wish men would draw from The Game:
 Learn about women, understand them better. PUAs may be cads and rapscallions, but if guys
with good will understood women as well as PUAs, there’d be no such thing as ‘incels’.
 Learn about ‘social proof’, something everyone responds to — if everyone else is doing it, it
must be good. FOMO! My seducer-wannabe Loren exploited women for social proof, but a solo,
confident man with lots of people around him is a good fortune magnet.
 Most importantly, Strauss learned one of the core lessons about women that many men never,
ever seem to figure out: Women are not as ‘ready to go’ as men are. Most men are thinking
and acting on getting into a woman’s pants before she’s even thinking about what’s in his
pants.
There’s a stiff (erm) price to be paid for focusing too much on one field of knowledge while ignoring
another. The Game doesn’t end on a very positive note. Strauss, a professional writer already wellversed in analyzing and drilling down, details how the PUA community fell apart when the need for
something deeper necessitated focusing on one compelling woman, perhaps marrying, and having
children. These guys only knew how to get women into bed; they had no clue how to connect with them
on a deeper level. Often the relationships fell apart, and they didn’t understand why.
One PUA student who’d only wanted to get married found a wife, but his marriage fell apart a few years
later for his lack of relationship skills. Mystery, Strauss’s best friend in the community, suffered a
suicidal nervous breakdown over his failed real relationships; like a typical PUA with little selfawareness, he attempted to intellectualize failures with evolutionary psychology and other things he’d
learned, rather than recognizing that neither he nor she had the requisite human connection skills.
(Easily-acquired men and cheap, shallow sex comes with a price for women, too.)

Goodbye to you
Rather than go for Loren, I turned my attentions to David, his roommate, who’d caught my eye just
before Loren blew in like a gale force wind over the Orkney Isles. Loren backed off. We remained
casual friends.
Several months later I learned he was leaving our community so I stopped into his place of work to say
goodbye.
“I will tell you something, Gisèle,” he said. “If you hadn’t gone for David I would have done my
damnedest to get you into bed. But I wouldn’t do that to a friend.”
“No you wouldn’t have bedded me,” I told him. “You were far too arrogant and women come too easily
to you. I decided to be your one and only failure.”
“You’re wrong,” he said, “I would have nailed you, but I guess we’ll never know.”
Au contraire. As compelling as he was, as much as I wanted to do the dirty with him, I valued myself
too highly. I refused to give him my power. I derived my own power in being the one woman he couldn’t
get.
Not all women can be Gamed. Seventeen years before the how-to manual came out, I’d studied and
analyzed dating dynamics and the games men played. And I had a mother who armed me well against
the games men have always played.
You can’t Game a woman whose weaknesses have been identified and patched, like a computer
network.
Forewarned is forearmed.

How To Achieve Your Dreams With A Notorious
Pickup Artist Manual
I Game, you Game, we all Game for sex, love, and everything else
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“Can you imagine all the effort they’re putting into that? If they took that effort and put it
toward something constructive, who knows what they could accomplish.” — Tom Cruise, in
Neil Strauss’s The Game

Who knew that couch-jumping, Scientology-worshipping Tom Cruise would be the nearly sole Voice
of Reason in Neil Strauss’s The Game, the notorious exposé about the lives, lifestyles, and trade tools of
Pickup Artists (PUAs)?
He voiced what I’d been thinking.
I theorized there were few better at comprehending the female mind than PUAs determined to get laid,
so I read The Game to better understand how men exploit female commonalities for manipulation,
control, and abuse. We have to identify our own unconscious vulnerabilities, as it’s our job to protect
ourselves better by eliminating them.
We’re not rank ingénues anymore.
I’ve explored a few of these vulnerabilities already, and likened our personal fixes to a psychological
cybersecurity patch job.
I have to hand it to PUAs: They do know women better than many of us know ourselves. Condemn
them all you want, but they’ve nailed us. (Ar ar.) PUAs exploit female brains like grand chess masters.

Author Neil Strauss went from nerdy, underlaid AFC (Average Frustrated Chump) to mPUA (Master
PUA), codename Style, in just two years. His expose, The Game, gifted his fellow AFCs the Unholy
Grail: The secrets to persuading women to spread their legs or lips (more recently, we could add butt
cheeks) almost on command. Without courtship, drama, or barely even getting a name.
Rail all you want about the sheer misogyny, rank control and abuse of female psychology in the PUA
community, but two truths emerged from this deep-dive into pickup artistry.
One, they’re impressively focused on a goal, and everyone has much we can learn from them, regardless
of our life’s mission.
Two, not all the women were naive, helpless pawns in modern Casanovas’ webs of deception. Even for
those who were, none were mindless programmed computer networks. We’re creatures with agency and
free will. We can arm and fortify ourselves against such psychic assaults.
And we have much to answer for as well.

The Game vs The Rules
I’m embarrassed to admit several years ago I actually read the notorious Game-equivalent manual for
women — The Rules: Time Tested Secrets for Capturing the Heart of Mr. Right. Not for research, not
ironically and not for the larfs. I’d concluded perhaps honesty wasn’t the best policy, after all, in nailing
a man. Three years after getting dumped at 37, what did I have to lose? Treating single men with
respect, decency and consideration had gotten me nothing but a pool of underachievers who I got the
strong feeling were ‘settling’ for me because they had neither the looks nor the riches to get the younger,
hotter chicks.
The ones I wanted to meet never wanted to meet me. The ones who did were several years older.
La plus ça change.
Maybe games-playing was what all men really wanted after all.
Every accusation you can fling at The Game you can hurl with equal force at The Rules.
Misogynist manipulation? Misandrist manipulation.
Rank dishonesty pretending you don’t want sex when you do? Pretend, equally, you aren’t interested in a
monogamous relationship or marriage.
‘Freezing’ a woman out to make her think you just lost interest? Always wait a day or two to respond to
his emails (in the years before texting), don’t seem too eager, then just dash off a few quick lines as
though you’re all dolled up to go out and do something terribly exciting, and you only have a few
minutes before your ride picks you up. Don’t you wish you were with me?

Tricking dumbass women to have sex? Tricking dumbass men to give it all up for you.
The Rules are The Game for women. And vice versa.
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Not all the advice in The Rules is bad. Useful: Cutting to the chase on singles sites. If after three rounds
of messages he hasn’t asked you out, cut it off. He’s not serious. You’re there to nab a man, not a pen
pal. Also useful: Advice for cutting through the carrot-sticking or ‘breadcrumbing’ many men use to
string women along.
Still, there should be at least a few email rounds. Too many men think any messaging beyond, ‘Hi.
You’re cute. Let’s meet for coffee and see if there’s chemistry; yes or no?’ is ‘endless messaging’.
Not only is it a clear sign he thinks with his Little Dicktator, but he still doesn’t understand we need to
make sure he’s not, at the very least, a serial killer or something before we agree to meet.
Where The Game trumps The Rules many times over is in its granular dig-down into the psychology of
both ‘targets’ or ‘sets’ (the dehumanizing words for women) as well as the PUAs themselves.
Strauss was a writer and interviewer B.S. (Before Style), so he was already experienced in emotional
ditch-digging.

Why your Grand Vision needs The Game
Tom Cruise nailed it. The Game is like The Force; it can be used for good as well as evil. Where I had
to respect PUAs was in their single-minded devotion to their cause, however worthy or unjust. It wasn’t
always the latter. One badly-dressed Australian wannabe was more interested in finding a wife; others
merely sought girlfriends rather than harems.
The Game encapsulates the focused devotion to accomplishment that lies at the core of any
successful endeavor.

Whatever your Grand Vision is, whether it’s seduction or finding a spouse/partner, running your own
business, writing a novel or becoming a brain surgeon, it remains a mere fantasy until you up your
Game to:







Engage in extensive ground-level research;
Create a plan with concrete steps to achieve your objective;
Practice ‘in the field’ prepared to face many failures and rejection as a rank noob;
ABL (Always Be Learning), but also practicing. A common early exit ramp from
accomplishment is using ‘research’ as an excuse not to implement. Confidence comes not from
your vast body of knowledge but your vast body of experience.
Go back to #3 and #4 and don’t skip them this time. You will not succeed without practice,
failure, rejection, and improvement.

I’d read about seduction failures who railed angrily that PUA tactics and strategies don’t work and the
workshops and seminars were just ripoffs for gullible males. Some most assuredly are, but I wonder
how many would-be Casanovas were derailed, rather, by their own inner Terminator.
How many didn’t push themselves enough? How many blew past uncomfortable effective advice likely
to result in initial levels of female rejection? What if they secretly believed deep down, as so many of us
do, that they’re unworthy of achieving their goal? That they’re not good enough, that they’ll never
accomplish X, that success is for their betters?
The Terminator is a vicious Destroyer of Dreams. It’s Resistance, our inner demon which exists to keep
each and every one of us from reaching our full potential, and has waylaid the best of men and women,
regardless of their endeavors.
Just witness all the insanely talented people who joined the ’27 Club’ or who melt down and publicly
destroy their lives when they seemingly had it all: Charlie Sheen, Lindsey Lohan, Britney Spears, Mel
Gibson, and now Kanye West. Why, when they live the cliche ‘have it all’? Inner demons drive them to
destroy it. I’m not worthy.
Somewhere in the back of some geeky wannabe brains, their own personal Terminator whispers,
“Women will never find you attractive. Who do you think you are? Getting laid easily isn’t for you.”

Imitation is the sincerest form of lacklustery
I also wonder how many would-be Casanovas failed because they were robots. Startup tech culture,
which chases and venerates the Next Big Thing, offers a fair warning to those who imitate because they
can’t innovate.
Strauss wrote about the ‘robots’ who simply tried to replicate what others did, wondering why what
worked for one didn’t work for them, or why another’s reply to a common rejection got their own ass
kicked instead of laid. They never innovated what worked uniquely for them, just as many entrepreneurs
fail because even if their Killer App or Idea is unique, they still have to find their own Magic Sauce for
Success.

There’s no rote road map or algorithm to your personal success. You can study The Masters all you
want: Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Sheryl Sandberg, Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, Oprah Winfrey and even
Gwyneth Paltrow have much to teach everyone, but no one can replicate any one of their successes just
by doing what they did. They all lived unique lives, growing up in their own unique circumstances, in
their unique time periods, with their unique brains, experiences and insights. You can’t be them, ever.
The grand irony of life is the one commonality everyone shares: You are as unique as they are.
The Game is nothing more than sales and marketing. The winning tactics and strategies change
constantly; what worked last year, or before the pandemic, or even last month doesn’t anymore.
Consistent effective sales and marketing is ABE: Always Be Evolving. Imitators might meet with some
limited success, but they’ll never be Masters.
The Masters are the ones who use road maps to start, but then forge their own unique path.

The Game’s greatest takeaway
If you want to get some real shit done, you need to quit fucking around.
When Strauss decided to stop dabbling and to master the art of seduction, he threw himself all-in. Once
fully committed, he immersed himself in learning.
He began by shutting himself away for a week and studying ‘seduction theory’, with tapes, books,
studying posts in his best friend’s on-line discussion forum, and making a conscious decision to ‘rewire’
himself, learning to become more confident, more graceful, more decisive and ‘the alpha male I was
never raised to be’.
He read books about women’s sexual fantasies and internalized the realization that women wanted sex
as much as men do, but they didn’t want to be treated or made to feel like a slut.
He ordered books on marketing, watched a friend’s videos, and threw himself into NLP, neuro-linguistic
programming, which teaches that experiential ‘programming’ creates connections between neurological
processes, language, and behavioral patterns and can be changed to achieve particular life goals. It’s
considered pseudoscience by academia, based on now-outdated brain science understandings, but it’s a
key component in the serious PUA knowledge base.
Strauss developed his ability to play party and magic tricks as ice-breakers with women, playing on
what he calls ‘chick crack’, their eager response ‘to routines involving tests, psychological games,
fortune-telling, and cold-reading like addicts respond to free drugs.’
Touché.
Then he worked on body language, posture, clothes, and image. When he felt he had enough learning he
faced #3: Learning by doing, including the inevitable rejections and failures. Then one day he picked up
a super-hot chick he’d have never have had the balls to approach for directions, much less a pre-Style

date, and he got it. When he Googled her he discovered he’d just seduced ‘the reigning Playmate of the
Year.’
As much as I disliked Strauss, his friends, the how-to he wrote, and Tom Cruise, I find myself in total
agreement with the star, who himself had learned some of The Game — which he applied to his life
and career rather than seduction — from Scientology.
If PUAs took that effort and put it toward something constructive, who knows what they could
accomplish?
I thought of my own nascent vision of helping women, and eventually others, reclaim their personal
power, and wondered what would happen if I committed the same passion and determination as Neil
Strauss gave to his own vision.
What could any of us accomplish if we learned The Game?
It’s nothing more than a tool. What we do with it is entirely up to us.

How Can Women Choke The Life Out Of Dating
App Misogyny?
Nancy Jo Sales’s book on addictive, toxic mobile apps reveals how women still cater to men and
blame it all on ‘misogyny’
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It amazes me that award-winning journalist Nancy Jo Sales even wants to have sex anymore. I’m
further amazed she ever found dating apps addictive, which she discovered in 2015. She articulately
presents how dating app companies engineer them to keep you swiping, swiping, swiping but not why
she was so willing to settle for loveless, dysfunctional, often dangerous sex.
The author of American Girls: Social Media and the Secret Lives of Teenagers and The Bling Ring:
How A Gang of Fame-Obsessed Teens Ripped Off Hollywood and Shocked The World, which was made
into a movie in 2013, dives into the dirty world of dating apps and hookup culture at the naive young
age of 51. She details it in her new book Nothing Personal: My Secret Life in the Dating App Inferno.
My unrelatability stems from having been part of online dating since before it was cool, when I met my
now ex-partner on a computer bulletin board system in the last days before the rise of the Internet. I was
forced back into it eight years later and I thank Sales for explaining why my experiences have been so
negative: 2001 was the year in which dating culture began to take an ugly, misogynist turn.
No wonder everything went — if you’ll pardon the expression — tits-up.
That was before mobile dating apps — several years down the road — redefined ‘dating’ to the point
where they should no longer be called dating apps.
Rather, they’re ‘fucking apps’, in accordance with the very most cynical, emotionally absent and abusive
toxic masculine ideals.

And we, ladies, let them get away with it.

Old habits die hard, and twelve thousand years of patriarchy won’t be undone in a few generations.
We’ve been victims for so long we’re not really sure what genuine empowerment looks like. Take the
cosmetic surgery industry, whose websites I visited this year as I conducted a client sales campaign.
They marketed patriarchal beauty ideals wrapped up in cheap ‘empowerment’ crapola to women who
buy it (literally). Just add that boob job and Botox poison injections to your shopping cart!
They offered Mother’s Day gift certificates, because nothing says I love you, Mom, quite like a gift
suggesting she should banish those ugly wrinkles around her eyes. One site even promoted ‘prerejuvenation treatments’ for Millennials, because they’re never too young to persuade them to shovel
over obscene amounts of cash making young, beautiful women feel insanely insecure about their looks.
They can’t get those choking aficionados on Tinder to swipe right on them if they look like they’re
already falling apart.
So it’s not surprising fucking apps market their toxic dreams of ‘twoo wuv’ to women, when Millennial
men are interested in anything but, and suggest it’s ‘empowering’ for women to have greatly expanded
sexual choices even as they do nothing to keep women safe. Fucking app companies resist screening for
sexual predators or users with criminal records. Women have been stalked, raped, and murdered
through fucking apps and Sales finds their executives don’t want to talk about it, fuzz over what’s
happening, and quickly change the subject.
And that’s the female execs.
Still, how can we blame only the app company C-suite, or even toxic males and The Patriarchy? It’s
hard to ignore Sales’s descriptions of how much man-pleasing is as alive and kicking as ever, although
today it’s more likely you’ll get slapped, punched, or choked in bed by GTAV389, thanks to the rise of
violent online porn and its influence on former young boys (later men) who should never have had
access to it, but somehow always did.

Hard to imagine, but the right, particularly the Christian right, was actually right about something. If for
the wrong reasons.
We laughed during the Reagan years as studies drew correlations between porn and
sexual abuse crimes against women, and for awhile there was little consistency. Today it’s
become unavoidable to acknowledge how much violent online porn has influenced
second-half Gen X’ers and Millennials and is now working its dark magic on Gen Z.
Women on fucking apps report often non-consensual violence during hookup sex:
Slapping, punching, choking, and other dangerous or degrading actions. When Sales
interviewed young men about why they thought young women enjoyed being punched,
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slapped, kicked, or even choked during sex out of the blue, they said they’d seen it in porn.
They believed the ‘actresses’ liked it. “You can tell they do,” one of her own hookups told her, who
she’d launched across the room via her feet on his chest after an unexpected choking. “You can see
they’re enjoying it.”
Sales pulled up a choking Pornhub video and pointed out the tears in the woman’s eyes. She wasn’t
enjoying it. She was paid to do this, and having a hard time faking liking it.
“But they say they like it on Tinder,” he protested, and he proved it. He swiped through and showed her
profiles where the women claimed they liked violent sex and dug being choked.
“They’re telling you that because they know it’s what you want to hear,” Sales told him. Women say
what they have to to get men. Men, of course, do the same.
Yeah, sure, honey, I love you and only you. You’re the only woman in my life.
I like it rough! I love it when you choke me!
“And you call yourself a feminist?” he asks. “The girls I know are really strong and know exactly what
they want. Are you denying them their agency?”
Touché.
I agree with both of them. Women aren’t blind, helpless victims of The Patriarchy, but creatures with
agency, although they’re more vulnerable when they’re young and inexperienced. That’s when they’re
most likely to tolerate abusive treatment because they haven’t figured out what they want yet. What they
want is a man, or men, to pay attention to them. Their hormones are exploding too. They do what they
must to get laid, even if it means having to put their own needs and desires on hold.
Like the desire to not get the stuffing punched out of you during sex. Or being utterly objectified as just
another sexual release delivery order. Skip The Orgasms!
La plus ça change.
If you want to get a guy to ‘like’ you, if even only for an hour, you absolutely mustn’t can’t under no
circumstances let’s be very clear on this act like you care. Sales describes the pervasive attitude on
fucking apps as a competition to see who can care less. She falls in love with a guy half her age who
doesn’t know she did, nor did she tell him. When people asked how he was and she hadn’t seen him in
months and it was killing her, she’d shrug and say, “I don’t know, he’s around somewhere.”
Dating historian Zoe Strimpel told Sales, “What is at the root of the contest to see ‘who can care less’ is
the horror of seeming needy. Women are so afraid of seeming needy, because the ‘needy woman’ taps
into something very deep in misogyny: this idea that women are this sort of bottomless pit of need and
dependency and maybe even lunacy...”

And Darwin knows most young men on fucking apps don’t want to deal with neediness, unless it’s their
own. Sales notes fucking apps have equalized sex somewhat. Women may get slut-shamed but not all of
them are and not all of them care. I had a friend awhile back who was arguably the most promiscuous
woman I’d ever met, and she couldn’t give a flying rat’s patoot what anyone thought about it.
Not caring what men think: Now THERE’S a feminist lesson for all of us!
If fucking apps are a massive backlash against feminism — and Sales makes a great case for it — they
also give men a taste of their own medicine when they get treated by women the way they’ve
historically treated them.
These men assume that if they matched, it was automatic agreement to have sex, and they got angry if
she ghosted them. Why’d she swipe right if she wasn’t going to put out?
Who cares what he wants? I can fuck whomever I wish. Or not.
Fucking apps idealize the most loveless, abusive toxic masculine environment you can imagine. One in
which some young women pretend to like violent sex while a few, I assume, truly dig it and the rest
hope he’s not one of those.
Sales claims studies show Millennial women associate sex more with fear than pleasure or enjoyment.
She notes only 40% of Millennial women report having orgasms with hookups (it’s 80% for males) and
one complains she only gets orgasms from her vibrator.
In addition to women claiming they ‘like it rough’, some cater to porn-fueled male rape desires by
claiming they’d like to be raped, or at least pretend to be.
With the rape rate rising, how much of it comes from men thinking women like it because of porn, and
women don’t challenge them on it?
Even claim they want it?
We can’t blame only The Patriarchy when we’re going along with it. Time to start Just Saying No to
‘dating’ as defined by men who haven’t a clue how the female body works because porn only teaches
them to beat off to violent, degrading, dehumanizing content and tell themselves if the women in the
videos don’t actually enjoy it, they’re at least getting paid for it.
Women have agency. We need to own our needs and personal safety, however repugnant the idea is to
victim feminism, which teaches women they’re never ever expected to hold themselves accountable, like
making sure they don’t put themselves in dangerous hookup situations.
‘Rape culture’ is a joint effort. Always has been. Consider how ‘rapey’ popular novels written by
women, for women are, like Anne Rice’s Sleeping Beauty quartet along with Fifty Shades of Grey.
When Is Rape Culture Totally Hot? When women write misogynist kink for women. Because, like,
pirate rape empowerment or something

We’re still catering to men’s very worst misogyny. We still say what they want to hear or at least don’t
specify ‘Absolutely no choking, hitting, punching, spitting, kicking, or other violence. I’m not into
BDSM, and if I were, there’d definitely be rules.’
No wonder dating is dead, Millennials aren’t marrying, and many women are deciding it’s not worth it
to have babies. Not only aren’t they affordable, but look at what you have to go through to get pregnant!
Sales speculates whether the rise in alcoholism in Millennial women is connected to hookup culture and
theorizes it might make it easier to have loveless, possibly violent sex with a guy you don’t even know
in a Tinder culture one man describes as ‘the most efficient pussy delivery system’ ever devised.
And we call this sexual empowerment.

Sales is a feminist, but she tends to damn men for actions of which she herself is at least somewhat
guilty. (Like perpetuating hookup culture.) She’s certainly guilty of creating many of her problems by
doing the sort of seriously dumb shit I castigate women (including myself) of doing.
I Did Dumb Shit - I didn't get raped, but I sure made it easy for them
She snarks about her daughter’s sperm donor who wanted nothing to do with raising their child. Yet she
went condomless and I strongly suspect she was hoping to get knocked up, because one marriage failed,
the relationship she left her husband for turned abusive and failed, and she wanted a child. She even
claims she sometimes forgot about condoms. The woman came of sexual age in the 1980s. Who the hell
‘forgot’ condoms at the dawn of the AIDS crisis?
If one wasn’t available women might argue, “Oh, it won’t hurt this one
time,” or they didn’t insist upon them since men whined about how ‘they
didn’t feel as much’. Gen X put men’s needs ahead of its own as Millennials
and Gen Z do today.
We must share responsibility with The Patriarchy for the state of modern
f̶u̶c̶k̶i̶n̶g̶ dating.
Patriarchy is the primary offender, but let’s be clear on women’s role: We
carry a lot of misogyny between our ears, and victim feminism discourages
us from examining that. Twelve-thousand-year-old habits die hard, but it
shouldn’t have to take another 12,000 to convince women we need to start
holding out once again for what we want rather than what he wants.
Trust me, he’ll still fuck you. Photo by
Monstera from Pexels

I don’t castigate anyone of any age for man-pleasing. I’m as guilty of it as anyone else.
I’m asking us all to wake the fuck up and start setting new rules.

Yes, I know, a 360 right back to 1950s dating rules. La plus ça change. But now we don’t hold out for a
ring and a baby, or to ‘punish’ men. We hold out for what we want too, respect, kindness, empathy, and
getting to know us first. Most of all, not having sex until we’re ready to have sex.
If he can’t wait he’s not good enough. He can go back to Tinder.
Good sex should exclude sexual choking or hitting unless that honestly is your thang.
And there must always be consent and rules if it is.

The question is, What are we going to do about it? Are we going to do anything about it?
Sales’s book is heavily sympathetic to women, without questioning nearly enough — most of all herself
— why so many allow toxic masculine behavior to dehumanize them. Like why the hell did she
continue hooking up with Millennial ‘train wrecks’ when her first started with fears the guy was going
to murder her when he arrived?
Feminists like Sales pay plenty of lip service to female agency but deny it when it’s convenient, as Sales
did with the notion that all women who claim to like violent sex are doing it to please men, whether
they realize it or not. I say this not to defend male violence, but to defend female agency.
No one forces women to robotically swipe even almost in the middle of fucking the hookup de l’heure,
to keep the conveyor belt of man-pleasing ‘feminist’-identifying pussy moving. Sales states, and I agree,
dating apps are designed by men, for men, to please men, and ultimately to dehumanize women, who
are very very good at pleasing men. La plus ça…oh never mind.
What I found most compelling was the connection between feminine man-pleasing, often personified by
Sales herself, and how it perpetuates and rewards violent, misogynist, dehumanizing sex. I ask: What
would happen if women stopped playing by these manchildren’s rules? What would dating look like if
women refused to have sex until they were ready? Who insisted on getting to know the guy before she
decides to have sex with him? And felt entitled to her sexual and emotional needs being 100% as
important as the man’s?
I’ve only just come around to this myself in the last few years.
Online porn isn’t within our control, but Just Saying No to hookup culture and the violent shit sandwich
it serves women is. If we can make Trumpers feel ignored in the dating world — and we do — we can
make misogyny and violence a liability for getting laid.
Delete the damn apps and force them to meet you in the Real World, virtually or face to face, if he
wants your attention. Every Misogynist An Incel! Let them watch porn.

Why Are Some Women Still So Afraid Of Personal
Power?
It’s time to stop asking for it nicely. Just seize it, dammit. And stop voting for The Patriarchy.
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I typed this and paused for the subtitle. The gentle throaty throbbing of pigeons reached my ears and
I hurried out to the balcony to chase off any poopmonsters. The morning was early October-cool rather
than put-on-a-damn-coat-it’s-November and I stopped to admire the sun rising behind a condo.
A red-tailed hawk soared into view a few floors higher than I. With a flurry of wings several pigeons
took flight en masse and chased the predator. I’ve observed this behavior many times. Before the
daycare in my backyard removed the tall pole on the roof last year, I sometimes watched a hawk perch,
ducking as the locals dive-bombed his head. Not just the larger pigeons, his favorite meal, but smaller
songbirds too. Creatures one-tenth his size, all working together to eliminate the threat.
No one likes a Hell’s Angel in the ‘hood.
It seemed the perfect visual metaphor for an article on the pervasive female fear of personal power.
There’s strength in numbers. Did you know that, ladies?
Er, no you don’t.
Pigeons and songbirds are smaller and weaker than a mighty hawk but banded together, they can chase
his ass halfway across Ontario.
When there’s a threat to another woman, too often we react by telling her to back down because ‘You
could get hurt!’
Standing up to a larger and more powerful enemy is something best left to men, it seems.

How supremely Patriarchal, mesdames.

I’m toying with the idea of calling myself a feminist again, for the second time in twenty-five years. The
first time was a couple of years ago, when I decided feminism wasn’t just for whiny victims. I thought it
was time to put the power back in empowerment, but it just felt weird. Calling myself a ‘feminist’ still
feels embarrassing, even though, as Caitlin Moran puts it, “Do you have a vagina? Do you think you
should be in control of it? Then you’re a feminist!”
Well, YES.
But to say the F-word out loud, as a noun to describe me — it’s still cringe-inducing.
I feel like I should add, “But I don’t hate men!”
Maybe it’s time to Take Back My Power and reclaim feminism from what too often feels like a bunch of
misandrist little girls in grown-up bodies playing dress-up. They’re feminist and empowered when they
want to be but run back to the security of victimhood when it’s inconvenient.
I struggle with it myself. The relentless North American culture of victimhood encourages us not to
reflect too much, not to analyze ourselves, not to question the veracity of our feelings, lest we be led to
uncomfortable self-truths we prefer not to acknowledge.
The ‘dressup’ mentality is why I don’t do feminist rallies or protest marches and Goddess help me, you
will never see me wearing a pink ‘pussy hat’. It doesn’t mean anything if you don’t have the labia to
affect a change. I suppose it’s all good for ‘sisterhood’ but if you then go home and vote for a guy like
Trump, or don’t vote at all, or don’t pay attention to the people politicians appoint with power over us
all, then frankly, you’re not doing shit.
It looks good, it sounds good, but how comfortable are any of us, really, in exercising our much-vaunted
power?
Pigeons get eaten
around here but when
there’s a predator in the
neighborhood they
band together and
chase the mofo off. Can
you imagine a bunch of
women at a bar
standing up for a
woman getting
If pigeons were people, this is what would happen. This is *my* idea of empowerment
at 3:02.
harassed? Forcing the
guy to back off with a pack o’ p**sy way scarier than a few hundred thousand women in a park wearing
adorable little caps?

Are pigeons too far removed from your DNA to consider them a metaphor for one possible feminist
future?
Then ponder our much closer cousins, the bonobos, a/k/a ‘pygmy chimpanzees’.
They and the chimps diverged from us about two million years ago. Human and chimp females evolved
to accept passivity and victimhood from a patriarchal structure of male dominance either formed, or
formed out of women’s passivity. Bonobo females, on the other hand, evolved to band together against
and therefore limit male aggression.
Male bonobos are stronger than females, but they’re no match for a girl posse. What a bonobo female
wants, she gets. Bonobos are horny little devils and the females do as they please, and whom they
please. Their mates have learned to deal.
It includes wild les-bonobo action as well as multiple males. Female bonobos are the retro-misogynist
male’s very worst nightmare — females in complete control of their sexuality, without a damn thing the
boys can do about it.
Once in awhile some asshole acts up and tries to push around a female bonobo. It almost never works
out well for him.
Female bonobos band together like the women in the Pat Benatar video and chase the predator off. They
will assault any males with the notion in their silly little heads that they should dominate females and
when The Girls bring down a forest antelope guess who eats first? Not the males, that’s for damn sure.
They throw temper tantrums in the trees while the girls feast first.
Scientists assumed that patriarchy was only natural. Bonobos proved them wrong
I don’t believe switching from patriarchy to matriarchy is the answer for humans, but I offer these
examples of safety in numbers to point out that if women bond together and take a few risks, how much
could we move society forward instead of backward?
After watching the way the American election went down in 2016, it feels like one step forward, two
steps back.
When over 50% of American white women voted for an accused rapist and established sexual predator
again, don’t tell me I’m ‘blaming the victim’ to suggest not enough women want violence against
women to stop. It will stop when women want it to stop, and legitimating the rule of a sexual predator is
a clear signal to The Boys it’s business as usual.
This ain’t your bonobo United States.
I’ll also point out Trump only suffered a slight decline in support from white men. He received a tad
increased support from every other racial demographic, and women overall. They may have voted far
more for Biden as a bloc, but we have non-white voters, including women, to thank for the edge-of-yourseat fingernail-biting cliffhanger.

How exit polls shifted in 2016 and 2020
So I wonder.
It doesn’t say much for women’s sense of personal responsibility. Why are so many women still afraid
of personal power?
Too many pay lip service and then turn around and vote or work against their own interests. Or rearrange deck chairs on the Titanic. Guaranteed next week’s big Twitter pile-on will be over some guy
referring to a woman’s ‘rack’ or fat-shaming Melissa McCarthy, when the big story for the new decade
(virii aside) is Women Who Aid And Abet The Patriarchy.

I have a few theories as to why female power-phobia persists, why many women leave power on the
table rather than seize the day.








It may challenge their identity if they relate more to power than victimhood. Recognizing
their complicity in their own oppression could be psychologically damaging and reveal an
intolerable possibility: Were they wrong all along? Following a weaker path than they might?
Propping up The Patriarchy?
If other women take charge and seize their power, taking more risks and progressing
more, will the fearful ones be left behind? Watching other women accomplish what they
themselves don’t have the courage to reach for could force the reticent to confront the ways they
hold themselves back, rather than a male power structure.
They may be in denial of how in thrall to ‘The Patriarchy’ they are. When women believe
they must keep asking The Patriarchy to stop violence against women, they accept powerlessness
and keep it where it’s resided for centuries, with men. Looking for sexism and misogyny in all
the wrong places, or making minor annoyances with males into giant kerfuffles, is another
example of feminism re-arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. Girlfriend, the new presidentelect you couldn’t support because he was sometimes a little handsy with women doesn’t
compare to the unqualified woman from a creepy Christian cult now sitting on the Supreme
Court thanks to a sexual predator The Sisters keep voting for. Challenging ‘The Patriarchy’
between female ears may prove a far bigger task than challenging toxic masculinity.
If they acknowledge they can change, then they’ll beat themselves up over why they didn’t
do it sooner. I’m convinced it lies behind a lot of the subconscious female resistance to power.
It’s not female-specific. Achieving one’s full potential is one few ever pull off, and recognizing
what we’ve done (or not) can send us spiralling into an endless cycle of self-blame and selfabuse. “Why didn’t I do/learn/realize this sooner?”

White women have a lot to answer for, but we can’t let off women of color, either. The numbers for
women voting for Trump in 2020 should have gone down, rather than up.
Maybe conservatives aren’t the only ones with a deep suspicion of qualified candidates.
It’s time for a little soul-searching, girlfriends.

Why I ‘Scream Into The Void’ About Growing
Some Labia
Why is there a dearth of research on the psychology of female victimhood?
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A high school friend took decades to learn how to not be abused.
I’m not sure she’s yet worked it all out yet forty years later, but her Facebook posts indicate she’s a
helluva lot more take-no-shit than I remember her at seventeen.
She was a year younger than I, and I saw her life laid out after my first semester in college.
We shared an invisible coat of Boy Repellent. Neither of us had dates, fantasizing about guys who’d
never notice us.
What I didn’t share was her firmly entrenched low self-esteem. She married it. I never understood where
it came from. She appeared to come from a genuinely Christian household — the good, decent kind, not
what passes for it today. Of course, you never know what goes on behind closed doors.
I graduated high school, then stepped onto a college campus in the fall. Total reset!
I made new friends, stat. I turned out to be attractive to guys (who knew?). My life turned around in one
semester. It was a new world. With dates!
It’ll be different for Caroline too, I realized.
Way, way different. With lots more abuse.

Caroline wouldn’t go to college. She would likely stay in our insular, socially constipated small town,
meet new people who didn’t know or remember her from high school. She’d discover she, too, was
attractive to guys.
But — the wrong ones.
Nailed it.
There’s a wall in many feminist brains when it comes to taking the next step toward eliminating
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV): The holy mantra Don’t Blame The Victim.
It served its purpose years ago when we began truly addressing IPV. Women possessed a lot less
personal and political power, less money, less education. It was easier to fall into and get stuck in a bad
relationship with nowhere to go, surrounded by people who didn’t understand what it was like. A
woman was especially vulnerable to IPV if she suffered from, as many women did back then, the prefeminist hangover solution to all her problems, I want to marry a rich man.
Many asked, Why did it take you so long to leave? It was an unconsciously cruel question at the time.
A lot of women didn’t know any better. I might have been one, but I was blessed with a mother who
was feminist before it was cool. She taught me at a young age never to tolerate an abusive man.
I get a lot of flak for scaling the Feminist Wall. I know why. What most women really mean when they
recite the mantra Don’t blame the victim is don’t unintentionally cause the victim to blame herself.
When women learn from their mistakes, many engage in a common but unhealthy side response —
intentional, avoidable, or otherwise. They start blaming and beating themselves up.
Why didn’t I do/leave/learn this sooner?
Why did I put up with this for so long?
What if I’d learned this when I was [earlier age]?
Why did I let him treat me like that?
Idiot! Moron! Shit-For-Brains!
I get it. I do it too. Not regarding abusive relationships, since I’ve never walked down that staircase. I do
it as I review my life and ask myself why I never went farther than I did professionally.
Woulda-shoulda-coulda destroys one’s spirit.
This is why women stubbornly resist re-examining Don’t Blame The Victim. I acknowledge the dirty
little secret they’d rather not.

Women have more power than they admit, or even know. Including the ability to Just Say No to
abusive men.

“Nicole Chardenet focuses more on women’s contribution to patriarchy. She’s got some
truly blistering pieces. She could grow more into pieces from a problem solving
perspective too, maybe she will rather than only screaming into the void that women
need to grow some labia. — SC on Medium”
SC made a killer point, although I’d been questioning it myself for several months.
When will I stop shouting, “Grow some labia!” and offer solutions?
There’s a dearth of knowledge of the female sense of victimhood and in particular the role of victims in
abusive relationships.
This particular field of research appears lacking.
I investigate female resistance to personal power. I explored it when I was on Medium, a motherlode of
information on abusive men, but fairly anorexic on the subject of female victimhood psychology. Can’t
find much anywhere else, either.
Feminism has gone as far as it can go dissecting and blaming men and ‘patriarchy’ for its ills. I watch
too many women hold themselves back, yet blame it on ‘the patriarchy’.
We don’t speak up; we’re afraid of what others will think. We don’t push ourselves. We don’t try harder.
We don’t challenge ‘patriarchy’ so much as complain about it.
I’m more curious about the dense patriarchy
between our ears than I am about the Big P in the
world at large.
My interest in preventing IPV, despite never being a
victim myself, is wondering, as my forwardthinking mother wondered many decades ago, Why
doesn’t she leave?
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It was an uncompassionate view grounded in an era of ignorance about the female experience, but it’s a
question we need to ask our sisters as well as ourselves, and a helluva lot sooner.
Why do I (or you) put up with it?

Because 2022, sisters.
I’ve searched Amazon, the library, and the Internet for research on female IPV psychology. The only
real source of information I’ve found is this article by Dr. Ofer Zur, writer and psychotherapist at the
Zur Institute: Psychology of Victimhood, Don't Blame the Victim, Article by Ofer Zur.
Victimhood psychology, on the individual and collective group level, are one of his multiple fields of
study.
He breaks down the stages of victim complicity in negative experiences spanning zero to 100%
accountability, measured by the power to control, prevent, or affect situations:
1. Non-guilty/innocent victim — There’s no way they could have foreseen or stopped the abuse
— children, the mentally disabled, surprise attacks by complete strangers (rape, rampage
shootings, corporate greed, etc.)
2. Victims with minor guilt — Those who ‘could or should have known better’ with a little
forethought, planning and consideration of their actions. Like getting raped after passing out in a
drunken stupor at a party or repeated domestic violence after a few incidents.
3. Sharing equal responsibility with the perpetrator — A man who gets an STD from a
prostitute or instigates a fight in a bar. Playing chicken or Russian roulette.
4. Victims who share more guilt than the offender — Being an active participant in an event in
which one is likely to get hurt. Like drunks who harass others, people who voluntarily join cults,
or an abusive husband killed by his battered wife. Or partaking in government insurrection.
5. Those who are 100% responsible for their outcome — Assaulters killed by their complete
stranger victims in self-defense, people who get lung cancer from smoking, mercenaries
wounded or killed.
I have issues with a few of his examples — he includes under #2 Jews who suffered under the
Holocaust, castigating them for ‘not fighting back enough’, and under #5, ‘Citizens who collude by
passivity in their country’s atrocious acts and get hurt by other countries’ armies (i.e. politically inactive
German civilians who did not fight the Nazi regime and got killed by the Allied army attacks).’ The
Jews were far outnumbered by the anti-Semitic Germans, along with the ‘politically inactive’ Germans.
I’m not sure what they truly could have done.
Nevertheless, Dr. Zur points out, “Do not blame the victim has been translated into: Do not explore the
role of the victim.”
Women make choices; the descent to the Seventh Level of Relationship Hell isn’t a fall down a rabbit
hole, it’s a slow descent down a spiral staircase.
Those who say, “But not all women CAN leave!” are describing only the smaller subset who’ve
descended to the bottom, and forget the many women who can. Those who believe abused women lack
choice at every step are refuted every time an abused woman ‘finally’ leaves her batterer.
It’s best, of course, to do it sooner rather than later, as the earlier you get out the less risky it is.

Victims have choice unless they’ve been kidnapped at gunpoint.
Why women stay is a highly complex issue. Some resist acknowledging their own power. My high
school friend clung tenaciously to her low self-image, rejecting with a snarky remark any suggestion she
was attractive or worthy of consideration. My parents commented on how she always slouched,
embarrassed by her height.
I believe we, as human beings, collude heavily in holding ourselves back, and often we oppress
ourselves better than any third party or parties can.
Sometimes they truly can’t leave, and sometimes it’s simply that they won’t.
I want to make something clear to anyone who’s made it this far without leaving in a fury after dropping
an angry comment bomb:

And I want feminists to stop lying to women by teaching them they have no accountability — power!
— after enough shit has dropped.
I want women to stop and consider what they’re doing, and who they’re doing it with.
I want to stop them before they step too far down that nasty staircase.
I want them to educate themselves before they ever get into an ugly relationship, or after they get out of
their first (hopefully last) one.
I want them to stop blaming themselves, and to know the difference between making an empowered
decision to no longer tolerate crappy humans in their lives.
I want them to stop beating themselves up for woulda-shoulda-coulda.
My ideas are highly controversial for some women, even though the crux is I DON’T WANT ANYONE
TO BE ABUSED.
Life is a long journey with no user’s manual. We have to make a lot of mistakes along the way. Learning
from them makes us better humans and inoculates us against future mistakes. We may still make allnew mistakes but the more we learn the smarter we’ll be.

When ‘feminists’ teach women not to learn from their mistakes, they harm women. They teach them to
stay victimized. Worst of all, they enable abusers.
I want women to take back their power and decide to no longer allow others to abuse them.
Working on the solutions, as SC wished. Beginning with growing some labia, as I put it.
I don’t have the answers, but I’m looking for them.
Have you got the labia to listen?

Don’t Be The Victim: Patch Your Brain
Your brain is like a computer network. One attacker can bring down the whole system if he finds
your vulnerability first
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Even if a computer network is 99.5% secure, the remaining vulnerabilities can be exploited by ‘bad
actors’.
A network manager protects the system. Her responsibility is to ferret out vulnerabilities and patch
them. If a cyber attacker finds one first he can exploit it and bring down the whole system. Her job just
got a whole lot harder. She must recover the network and patch that vulnerability so it can’t be exploited
again.
Her employer doesn’t fire her, but there will be a meeting review to determine what happened, why it
happened, and take steps to ensure it doesn’t happen again. In the corporate world this is called
mitigating future risk. If the employer is fair, he doesn’t blame the network manager, but she has to take
responsibility. It’s possible she couldn’t have yet known about the vulnerability; responsible software
providers alert network managers and provide a fix as soon as one’s available, but sometimes the bad
actors find them first. In highly technical network security parlance, ‘Shit happens’.
Sometimes it’s no one’s fault, but it’s still the network manager’s responsibility to patch it and make
sure it doesn't happen again.
The idea of addressing vulnerabilities in female psychology shuts some women down. They don’t want
to talk about it. Don’t want to think about it. And if you persist, they recite the holy mantra.

If her home had been robbed, her friends would tell her,
“You need to install a good home security system.”
If she’d gotten into a minor winter auto accident, her
friends would say, “You should get snow tires.”
If she’d lost her expensive sunglasses, her friends would
suggest, “Put them in the middle pocket of your purse;
they’re less inclined to fall out.”
None of these responses indicate the woman is stupid or
that it’s her fault. Maybe she thought her door locks
The feminism police are looking for me.

were enough when they weren’t, or she erred in not investing in snow tires. Her friends’ suggestions
imply she can take steps to mitigate the risk of a recurrence. A power move.
Now just imagine if the network manager responded to her boss, “Why are you blaming the victim?”
“I’m not blaming you,” the boss might respond. “I want to know what you can do to reduce the risk of a
repeat incident. This I.T. post-mortem will investigate what went wrong and how you can protect the
network better.”

The psychological post-mortem and risk mitigation plan
Sometimes women find themselves in toxic relationships. It happens, even to smart women. Instead of
snapping, “Why are you blaming me?” she might ask herself, “What can I do better next time? Better
yet, how can I avoid a next time?”
All human brains have vulnerabilities that should be addressed and patched. Where have we ignored
women’s as we focus on the man, the batterer, male privilege, male entitlement, etc.?
I began patching my brain when I got into a car once with a guy I'd recently met who met my reticence
with, "Oh, come on, it'll be okay." It was, until he was supposed to drop me off at my place. Instead, he
drove into our building's dark underground garage and launched himself at me like a heat-seeking boobs
missile.
I got out okay, but I beat myself up for that. Why, oh why did I do such dumb shit? I was a tender young
thing of---51!
I wanted him to like me. I worried about his feelings, not make him feel like a pervert, or that I thought
every man is a rapist. (They're not, but I met one who potentially was.) Wanting to be liked and being
too concerned about others' feelings over your own personal safety are two of the most common, easily
exploited vulnerabilities in female psychology.

This particular vulnerability can be exploited by anyone. Even little girls know almost by instinct how
to exclude, bully, and humiliate other girls who want to be part of the playgroup, the crowd, the clique,
the tribe. Whole books have been written about this. Queen Bees and Wannabes, the basis for the movie
Mean Girls. No More Mean Girls: The Secret to Raising Strong, Confident and Compassionate Girls.
Little Girls Can Be Mean: Four Steps to Bully-Proof Girls in the Early Grades. Girl Wars: 12
Strategies That Will End Female Bullying.
Here’s an unpleasant thought: Maybe baby females unconsciously groom each other for future abusive
relationships by exploiting that oh-so-critical desire to be liked and accepted and do what the other girls
want so they’ll allow them the awesome privilege of playing with them and getting invited to their
sleepovers.
The female brain is wired side to side between hemispheres, which translates into more sophisticated
emotional expression, communication and language, as opposed to men, whose brains are wired front to
back. There’s more blood flow into the part of the female brain wired for emotion than there is in men’s,
and our wiring is stronger for social cognition and verbal communication. We’re better-suited for
establishing relationships and understanding how feelings work.
Part of it is environment too, like culture, family, the society we live in, the values all those elements
impart. Masculinity culture contributes by teaching baby males to ignore or hide their feelings, to
pretend they don’t have them, period, which further tips the emotional and communication scales in
women’s favor.
Male & Female Brains: Are they wired differently? (Psychology Today)
Because women know and value the importance of being liked and forging human relationships, women
are also experts at exploiting that female vulnerability in each other. Just like boys do with their own
vulnerabilities.
It’s not all ‘the patriarchy’s’ fault. There’s a nasty emotional ‘gynarchy’ that starts in the sandbox.

Potential future teen bitches and/or battered women of the future. Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license.

When rape is totally hot
What if somewhere in female psychology is the deep-seated desire to be dominated by a man?
“I remember a very aggressive and unpleasant letter from a self styled feminist telling me
to stop with the Roquelaure [S/M fantasy] novels. She was horrified and offended that I
would present women enjoying S&M. Feminism to me means supporting the right of
women to do what they want, and that includes writing S&M pornography if they want,
or doing the kind of erotica that Madonna did.” — Anne Rice interview on The Nerdist

I disagree it’s our ‘role’, but why is rape literature so popular with women?

Women show sexual preference for tall, dominant men — so is gender inequality inevitable? (The
Conversation)
I’ve written before about women’s contribution to ‘rape culture’ and in particular the disturbing
popularity of the Fifty Shades and Sleeping Beauty ‘erotica’ series (rape literature is ‘erotic’ when
women write it and ‘misogynist’ when men do). My pseudonymous fellow writer friend Louise Sawyer
has written unapologetically about the prevalence of rape fantasies in women, and Googling ‘kink’ finds
plenty of writers — almost entirely female — writing about the beauties of domination.
Then there are 'gang bang' rooms in sex clubs where women can have sex with a conveyor belt of men,
however with plenty of rules in place to ensure safety, consent and condoms. And maybe today, face
masks.
There’s nothing wrong with kink, BDSM, or acting out rape fantasies as long as it’s done in accordance
with the rules. I don’t fault anyone for enjoying Anne Rice, E.L. James, or Rhett’s schlep up the stairs
with Scarlett (still one of my own personal favorite rapey movie scenes). Since the misogynist tweeter
quoted above identified a weakness in female psychology, if not necessarily its application, we must
acknowledge there is in fact an attraction for a helluva lot of women to male domination. How that
attraction is expressed is critical. It’s a potential weakness for exploitation, because women who enjoy a
good old-fashioned Viking rape fantasy starring Chris Hemsworth may want to live the dream, but
didn't know there were supposed to be 'safe words'.
Rape fantasies aren’t real rape. They’re female-defined: He desires me so much, he’s so crazy in love
with me, he can’t control himself. Even more important: And I want him too, even though I’m saying no
for some contrived reason. She controls him, between her ears. In the real world, if that same guy tried
to rape her, in the manner she imagined so many times, it would now be all about his male privilege, his
contempt for her, his willingness to hurt and subjugate her and use her body for his own pleasure. It’s
not sexy anymore when it’s rape on his terms.

Several decades of rape-y bodice-ripping romance novels written by women, for women’s wanking
pleasure, are a testament to the deep-seated attraction to being dominated by a man.
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It’s not wrong. Women aren’t bad people or bad feminists for wanting this.
It’s simply a potential weakness in her psychology that could be exploited if she hasn’t defined for
herself her boundaries, her values, her likes and dislikes, and how she wants to be treated.
I keep coming back, in my head, to the tragic case of Nicole Brown. What bothers me about her story is
the emotional vulnerability she expressed in high school, a few years before she met O.J. Simpson.
During a class conversation on career choices, Brown said she aspired to marry a wealthy man.
In other words, give up her power to him. There was one vulnerability, right there, she never addressed.
Economic dependence is one of the primary attractions for abusive, controlling men. If you want to
marry a rich man, just stick a label on your forehead saying Open to abuse, for the right price.
Many years later, after Nicole had successfully left O.J. and he’d psychologically disengaged from her,
she went after him again. Wanted him back. Pursued him. Got him back. But still nothing changed, or
would ever change. She finally got it. She left him again.
This time, he didn’t psychologically disengage.
Nicole’s psychology was as screwed-up as O.J.’s. She put herself in danger. She was always willing to
give up her power. She never addressed her prime vulnerability.
You can call that ‘blaming the victim’, but I call it ‘neurosecurity management.’ Nicole didn’t learn
from her mistakes and patch her brain, but others can.
Never give up your power. Identify your own vulnerabilities. And patch them ASAP.

END COMMENTS

I hope you pay special attention to, perhaps go back and re-read the two chapters on Neil Strauss’s The
Game, and take it as a how-to manual. I wrote it after spending a few years on the Medium platform
(where most of these originated, although they’re now on my personal blog) reading younger women
complain about how manipulative and ‘abusive’ single men can be, particularly pickup artists. As I’ve
already pointed out, know your enemy!
Use The Game to start a business, a blog, a newsletter, or another project and apply the excellent skillsbuilding techniques that Strauss describes to focus on your own work and passions more. Spend less
time ruminating about the woulda-shoulda-couldas, give less attention and power to soul-sucking
human beings. Especially don’t waste valuable time, energy and headspace with silly-ass complaints
like ‘microaggressions’. Does ‘the male gaze’ bother you? Does it raise your ire when it happens?
Question: If a man ogles a woman and she doesn’t notice, has she been harassed? I found out a few
years ago I was being ogled by several in my neighborhood and I had no freaking clue. I wasn’t paying
attention. When I took my daily walks I either had my tunes on or, more often than not, I was thinking
about something else. What shall I call my new blog? What will I write about next? How can I improve
my social media skills? What will my free e-book be about?
Now, hopefully, I’m no longer ‘screaming into the void’ as Medium’s SC put it a few years ago, I’m
offering suggestions or ideas as to what you can do differently, and how you can think differently. I
especially hope to make women revisit how they think about relationships, and the boundaries they
need to set. Like it or not, there is an element of choice in getting into or staying in an abusive
relationship, and the sooner we acknowledge that the better prepared we’ll be to pass up these losers, no
matter how hot or rich they are.

If you enjoyed this e-book
please sign up for my Substack newsletter! I write
about feminism, racism, the culture wars, and
anything else that touches upon reclaiming our
power. That way you’ll never miss anything from
my amazing LABIA POWER! blog :)

